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CHAPTERR TEN 

CHANNEL-SURFING ::  MEDIA , MEDIUMSHIP , AND STATE AUTHORIT Y IN THE 

MARI AA LIONZ A POSSESSION CULT 

forr Lorenzo Garcia Vega35 

Thenn came film and burst this prison-world with 

thee dynamite of the tenth of a second, so that 

now,, in the midst of its far-flung ruins and 

debris,, we calmly and venturously go traveling. 

-- Walter Benjamin 

Picturee yourself in a vast place of picturing, a tropical scenario haunted by simulation, where a 

bewilderingg and ever proliferating cast of characters appears and disappears before your very 

eyess as you tour the surroundings. Such is the mountain of Quiballo, probably nowadays the 

majorr pilgrimage center of the Maria Lionza possession cult in Venezuela, at least as I 

experiencedd it on my first visit there in January 1996. Everywhere under the green canopy of 

trees,, countless groups of cultists from all over the nation go about their activities day and night, 

theirr many encampments rubbing up against each other across the ascending slopes of the 

35.. Garcia Vegas' Los anos de Origenes, a remarkable recreation both of the literary group Origines, gathered 
aroundd the writer José Lezama Lima, and of Cuban culture at the time, is an extraordinary archive of Latin American 
culturall  forms, imaginings, and forms of knowledge, as well as deep-seated fears and obsessions-a document as well 
ass a literary achievement. Through this book and my personal friendship with die author many years ago in Caracas, 
II  first gained an intimation of the salience of official statuary in the imaginary of many Latin American countries. 
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mountain. . 

Somehoww it all evokes a landscape of "new tribes," where, against all odds, the urban and 

modernn citizens of a petrol-rich nation give themselves over to unbridled neo-primitivism or to 

thee performance of one or another kitschy version of antiquity. As one encounters groups of 

"Africans""  or "wild Indians" doing "primitive" ritual, their bodies decorated with all sorts of 

necklacess and amulets, perhaps runs into a Pocahontas princess right out of a Disney production, 

orr walks by a King Solomon encampment, its bearded leader wrapped in a shiny red cape and 

tightlyy holding a biblical staff in one hand, one might wonder whether one has not landed in a 

poorr people's version of Cinecitti, a dream factory built from the bottom up. At all times, a sense 

off  stiff competition enlivens relations among the many encampments, their members often 

accusingg each other of one or another form of "spiritual" aggression or of faking possession with 

thee aim of snatching clients' money away. Constantly flying back and forth among individuals 

andd groups, the charge that the other is always already a deceiver leaves the self as the only 

possible,, yet uncertain, ground of authenticity. Such charges inevitably generate a pervasive 

undercurrentt of anxiety, a haunting sense of simulation in which the self is always at risk of 

seeingg its titles challenged or deposed by a contender. Perhaps this competitive undercurrent 

helpss to account for the feats of spirit possession going on everywhere, veritable tours de force in 

whichh mediums may be serially possessed by up to twenty or thirty spirits in a single 

performance. . 

Noo matter where one looks, one is met by the extraordinary resourcefulness with which 

cultistss make use of their bodies and settings, combining and recombining gestures, voices, 

codifiedd speech patterns, paradigmatic objects, and items of clothing literally to "picture" into 

existence,, by iconically representing them, the large gallery of spirits that make up the ever 

expandingg imaginary repertoire of the collectivity. Indigenous caciques, national heroes and 

dictators,, well-known TV presenters, famous delinquents, Mexican movie stars, legendary 

medicall  doctors, Hindu love goddesses, even Vikings and Barbarians keep flickering in and out 

off  existence like images on the screen of a TV set as the viewer, remote control in hand, goes on 

surfingg from channel to channel. Hence my title, "Channel- Surfing," devised both to capture and 

too problematize my original impressions of this place of picturing. 
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Overr  time I have come more and more to think of it as some gigantic vortex where all the 

moree or  less globalized images and interpellations that the different media, especially television, 

circulatee throughout the national territor y are endlessly swallowed and recycled, thus put to 

somewhatt  novel and unforeseeable uses. As I toured its surroundings, both bemused and 

bewildered,, I kept asking myself the same puzzling questions: So here is where all those canned 

TVV series and commercials, dull civic educational programs, soap operas, trashy film epics, or 

sensationalistt  news items ultimately go? If so, for  what reasons and to what sociocultural effects? 

Alsoo how can one account for  this tribalized public sphere in a nation currently undergoing a 

severee economic crisis and a perhaps even more severe crisis of political representation - where 

availablee institutions are either  severely strained or  just rottin g away? 

Thinkin gg through these questions, I have found congenial Arju n Appadurai's formulations 

aboutt  the relatively unprecedented role of "fantasy"  as "a social practice."  In his view, the 

"deterritorializatio nn of persons, images, and ideas"  has, in recent years, considerably loosened the 

capacityy of tradition s everywhere to provide stable scripts for  social experience. Instead, the 

electronicc media are so pervasive that increasingly even "th e meanest and most hopeless of lives" 

aree shaped by the "ironi c compromise"  between existing constraints and the plethora of "possible 

lives""  made available by mass-mediated imagery. Imagination's current role in social lif e is to 

inflectt  agency and biography by institutin g a gap between "actors and "characters,"  the given and 

thee possible, through which novel "imagined communities,"  "kind s of politics,"  and forms of 

"collectivee expressions"  both insinuate themselves and are subjected to diverse forms of 

containmentt  (Appadurai, 1991:198). 

Borrowingg Appadurai's contention that "these complex, partly imagined lives must now 

formm the bedrock of ethnography"  (ibid: 199), I attempt in what follows to explore the tensions 

andd creative compromises, "the grinding of gears between (the) unfolding lives"  of members of 

thee Maria Lionza cult and the gallery of "imagined counterparts"  by which they are routinely 

possessedd (ibid: 198). Focusing on the ways in which "ordinar y lives"  are "powered.. .by the 

possibilitiess that the media suggest are available (ibid:200),"  I will try to illuminat e social 

tendentiess and transformations heralded by the common people that heretofore have escaped the 

attentionn of local and nonlocal observers. 
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TheThe people 

Centrall  to populist movements throughout Latin America since at least the 1930s, the 

controversiall  category of "the people" is a good point of departure. Venezuelan populism is itself 

arguablyy the most significant context for apprehending the meaning and dynamics of the Maria 

LionzaLionza cult. Following Ernesto Laclau, I would note that populism responded to a critical 

juncturee distinguished by a severe transformation in Latin America traditional mode of insertion 

withinn the international market. This, in turn, provoked intense social dislocations and a 

concomitantt crisis of hegemony, prompted by the inability of traditional elites to incorporate the 

populationss that the disruption of existing social arrangements unleashed upon the cities. Populist 

movementss and organizations were a political response to this set of conflictual circumstances. A 

reconfiguredd notion of the "people" articulated a panoply of discursive practices and novel forms 

off  mass politics that eventually brought about a redefinition and reconstitution of hegemony on 

neww grounds (Laclau, 1987:25-38). 

Inspiredd by Lacan, Laclau locates populism in the suturing action of a political imaginary 

uponn a symbolic field dislocated by "real" (hence, in terms of the "symbolic," inassimilable) 

antagonisms.. Largely resulting from Latin America's peripheral insertion within the world 

market,, the antagonisms dislocated the symbolic universe of articulated differences that, for the 

majority,, constituted the objectivity of the social. As a result, domains hitherto construed as 

different-suchh as work, domesticity and play-came increasingly to be experienced as equivalent 

dimensionss of a collective identity threatened by an external foe, be it imperialism, the ruling 

oligarchies,, or a combination of the two. The political imaginary of populism gave coherence, 

imaginarilyy unified this emerging sense of equivalences among dislocated demands and identities 

byy inscribing it witin a totalizing, external discourse that divides the social into two well 

delineatedd antagonists, the "people" and their oppressors. A discourse of the frontier, it 

constitutess the "people" as a new, synthetic identity. Also, the "constitution of the people/power 

dualityy takes place in the political field," populism brings about the "politicization of every social 

antagonism.""  (ibid:29). It operates a "tendential invasion by the [political] of every identity 

[which]]  tends . .. to blur the distinctions between public and private spaces, between state and 
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civill  society"  (ibid). 

Laclauu assigns a key role in this process to the alliance througout Latin America between 

populismm and militar y discourse. That alliance accounts for  the formation of the characteristically 

populistt  "image of an anti-State, authoritarian and reformist,"  which promises to "satisfy the 

demands""  of the dislocated sectors. When populists seize power, this imagined antistate becomes 

thee actual populist state, which in many cases leads to a "statist inflation."  Its effects, Laclau 

remindss us, go well beyond the strict field of populist politics"  and reach deep into the domain of 

everydayy social practices, where the state is often posited as the miraculous source of everything 

(ibid:37).. Recently, Michael Taussig has aptly characterized this situation "state fetishism." 

(Taussig,, 1992:111-140; 1997). 

Withh some qualifications, which I will clarify later, all these considerations broadly apply 

too Venezuela. For  complex historical and sociocultural reasons, the development of the oil 

industryy brought about, starting in the 1920s, a new insertion of Venezuela into the international 

markett  and along with it, a social crisis of vast proportions. Among other  things this crisis 

involvedd the disruption of traditional social arrangements in the countryside, the migration into 

thee main cities of large populations searching for  jobs and for  new modes of affiliatio n and 

identification,, and the formation there of new middle classes, for  whom participation in an 

expandedd state apparatus was often seen as the only available avenue for  social improvement 

populationss found no room in the existing political order. Instead, born in its midst, they came 

underr  the spell of Acción Democrética, a new mass political organization that articulated a wide 

rangee of novel social interests, interpellations, and unprecedented forms of political mobilization. 

(Elmer,, 1982; Ewell, 1984:61-93).36 All these dislocated, highly mobile, and dispersed Allied 

withh disgruntled sectors of young officers within the military , Acción Democratica came into 

powerr  for  the first  time on October  18, 1945, as the result of a coup d'etat (Caballero, 1995; 

Valero,, 1993). The birt h of modern democracy in Venezuela is thereby predicated on a founding 

contradictionn between, on the one hand, a host of explicit democratic ideals, aspirations, and 

36.. Alhough it is of course the overall argument of this dissertaion that, with all that it entailed of proto-populist 
formss of interlellation, since the very crisis of independence an originary dislocation has been foundational for both 
Venezuelann and Latin American modernity. 
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institutions,, and, on the other, an originating moment of executive state violence. This origin 

hauntss Venezuela's present, erupting under many guises in the most unexpected locations.37 

Al ll  this resulted in the establishment of a new political imaginary, in which a 

reconfiguredd notion of the "people" was constituted in intimate dialogue with the phantasmatic 

imageimage of an authoritarian, violent, yet also endlessly providential state. Fueled by oil revenues, in 

Venezuelaa the state providentialism that is characteristic of populism assumed especially 

magnifiedd proportions. This partly explains why the populist state idea in Venezuela leads a 

particularlyy stubborn cultural afterlife, well past the point at which its material conditions of 

existencee have been exhausted. Over time many painters, historians, musicians, writers, 

intellectuals,, or popular entertainers, as well as institutions such as education and the media, have 

contributedd to the formation and dissemination of this "people" cum "state" imaginary. 

Thee development of the Maria Lionza cult illustrates the tensions and dynamism inherent 

inn this populist imaginary. Through a host of publications, public forums, and media 

interventions,, drawing on available iconographical and literary representations, in the 1930s and 

1940ss a group of indigenista artists and intellectuals turned what until then was a set of dispersed 

andd localized oral traditions into an aboriginal myth aimed at a national audience. Centered on 

thee mythical figure of Maria Lionza, presumably a princess from an aboriginal tribe, this elite 

artifactt was part and parcel of a more general populist move to represent the nation as uniquely 

autochthonous.. Eagerly taken over by individuals and groups from the slum areas of the largest 

cities,, this artifact rapidly began to lead a life of its own. Translated across cultural levels, the 

"Mythh of Maria Lionza" eventually changed into the "Cult of Maria Lionza," and, in the shift, the 

princesss became a queen. Under her new cult persona Queen Maria Lionza heads an ever-

expandingg cast of subject spirits, to which new leading roles, supporting characters, and many 

extrass have been added over the years. Nowadays a nationally based possession cult with a vast 

followingg organized around domestic altars all over Venezuela, it gravitates toward the three 

37.. One of the many guises in which this originary violence returns is the figure of the dictator "Gomez," who in 
recentt years has become the focus of increasing fascination and fetishistic investment in a wide range of contexts, 
includingg soap operas, theme-parks, historiographical and anthropological writings, and possession cults. See 
Sanchezz 1994. 
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mainn pilgrimage centers of Sorte, Quiballo, and Aguas Blancas, located on adjacent mountains in 

thee state of Yaracuy.38 

Thiss transformation of myth into cult entailed a vertiginous and open-ended incorporation 

off  heterogeneous influences and signifiers, from Kardecist spiritualism and Catholic and state 

iconographyy to Cuban Santena and a welter  of globalized media images. All of which issues in 

thee ceaseless splitting and ongoing differentiation of practices and identities, a process abetted by 

thee cult's lack of centralization and canonized doctrine. Largely though by no means totally free 

fromm canonizing attempts, the cult inaugurates an extraordinaril y fertil e territor y for  the global 

mediaa to exert their  effects. As a result, the meanings of "Mari a Lionza"  have migrated ever 

furtherr  away from those intended by the elite mythographers. And the process continues. 

Whateverr  meanings one might wish to assign to the cult, one must begin by recognizing that one 

iss dealing with an inherently unstable and volatile construct that at any point might blow up into 

aa myriad of signifying fragments in the very face of the interpreter.39 

38.. Often visited by cult members several times a year, these pilgrimage centers become especially crowded on 
Octoberr 12, the "day of die races." This date commemorates the discovery of America as the occasion for the mixing 
off  die races - black, white, and Indian-that make up the "people" of me populist regimes. Not surprisingly, given the 
populistt character of die cult, besides being an important official celebration, October 12 is also die main anniversary 
off  die cult. The central figures in its pantiieon are customarily figured togemer as a triumvirate of white, black, and 
Indiann "forces." In prints, stamps, or statuettes, a white Maria Lionza often appears flanked by an indigenous cacique 
andd a black soldier from die wars of independence. The whitening of die princess turned queen is one of the 
wondrouss changes brought about by die transformation of mytii into cult. 

39.. See Gilberto Antoluiez, "Gilberto Antohnez: Investigador libre," in Mariano Diaz, Maria Lionza: Religiosidad 
mdgicamdgica de Venezuela (Caracas: Grupo Univensa; 1987), 128; Gilberto Antolüiez, Los ciclos de los dioses (San 
Felipe:: Ediciones de la Oruga Luminosa, 1995), 163-64; Daisy Barreto, "Daisy Barreto: Antropóloga," in Diaz, 
MariaMaria  Lionza, 136; Nelly Garcia Gavidia, Posesión y ambivalencia en el culto de Maria Lionza: Notas para una 
tipologiatipologia de los cultos de posesión existentes en la America del Sur (Maracaibo: Editorial de la Universidad del 
Zulia,, 1987), 28-32,58-61, 82-88; Bruno Manara, Maria Lionza: Su entidad, su culto y la cosmovisión anexa 
(Caracas:: Universidad Central de Venezuela, 1995), 11-85; Gustavo Martin, Magia y religion en la Venezuela 
contempordneacontempordnea (Caracas: Universidad Centra) de Venezuela, 1983), 109-58; and Angelina Pollak-Eltz, Maria 
Lionza:Lionza: Mito y culto venezolano (Caracas: Universidad Católica Andres Bello, 1985), 23-34,103-9. Culled from 
unanalyzedd information scattered across die relevant sources, as well as from some overviews of die development of 
mee cult contained in die relevant literature, this admittedly sweeping account of die historical formation of die cult 
differss from all published versions in one crucial respect. It takes for granted neidier die cult's populist identity nor 
diee "people" as die self-evident instance in reference to which its status and dynamics are to be apprehended. The 
reasonss for this refusal to take populism for granted or to in any way ontologize me "people" will become clear in die 
restt of me essay. I should add mat, almough not concerned witii die history of die cult, die work of Michael Taussig 
iss exceptional for not indulging in this fetishization of die people. See Taussig, Magic of the State. 
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Inn a series of brief comments for  a toffee-table book on the cult, Venezuelan folkloris t 

Gilbertoo Antolfnez recently recalled the 1940s "mythologizing"  of Maria Lionza and alluded to 

thee kinds of unforeseen and unintended consequences unleashed by the event (Antolfnez, 

1987:128).. Given that Antolfnez was trul y a protagonist in the original "mythologizing," 40 His 

testimony,, notwithstanding its sweeping nature, deserves to be quoted at length: 

Concernedd always to defend indigenista values, in 1939 we created a social movement 

aimedd at extolling the ancestral values of Venezuela. I myself, the sculptor  Alejandro 

Colina,, and the architect Hermes Romero joined together  in a group to form the basis for  a 

seriess of actions to which we bent diverse groups of students. We organized a series of 

conferencess and popularizing events and, along with the sculptor  Alejandro Colina, used 

suchh occasions to "mythologize"  Mari a Lionza both in her  legend and in the sculpture that 

nowadayss stands on the main Cararacas highway. Littl e by little , in the context of this 

officialization,, the cult was taken from urban centers to the mountain in Yaracuy. This was 

thee point of departure for  the movement that now has so many followers and that, with the 

excusee of being a religion undergoing formation, presents so much distortion and 

penetrationn (Antolfnez, 1987:128). 

Thiss passage is extraordinary for  the candor  with which it portrays the "mythologizing"  of 

40.. Recently, for example, the Venezuelan anthropologist Daisy Barreto has referred to Antolinez's centrality in this 
process.. Alluding to her decision to stop collecting versions of the Maria Lionza myth in the field upon realizing that 
thee task would be "infinite" and that all the versions exhibited an "invariant elementary structure" anyway, she 
concludes,, on the basis of "research on the written tradition" since the turn of the century, that almost all the versions 
referr back to Gilberto Antolfnez, Francisco Tamayo, and Santos Erminy Arismendy - that is, to the group of 
folkloristss who in the late 1930s and 1940s wrote down and publicized the myth. See Daisy Barreto, in Diaz, Maria 
Lionza,Lionza, 136. She explicitly acknowledges that it is "within the nationalist" environment of these years that the belief 
inn Maria Lionza becomes popular and the cult increasingly expands" (137). Nevertheless, she construes 
"nationalism""  as just a favorable environment for artists and intellectuals to become more sensitive to existing 
popularr expressions. She also circumscribes the contribution of the folklorists to that of mere recorders of an 
already-existingg tradition. I will have more to say about her claims concerning the supposed "invariance" and 
uniquelyy "indigenous origin" (136) of the myth as it is told in the "field." 
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Mari aa Lionza as issuing from a series of institutin g acts by a highly vocal group of artists and 

intellectuals.. It is also remarkable for  its explicitly negative reference to the unintended 

consequencess that came about when the "myth "  was taken over  by the expanding "cult "  that 

rapidlyy formed around it among urban populations all over  Venezuela. Elsewhere, Antolinez is 

evenn more adamant in his condemnation of both the "black plague of the urban 'marialeoncistas' 

andd its swarm of self-appointed 'shamans"' and of the "foreign"  experts who study their 

practices.. Thus, if with a myriad of "foreign"  borrowings the cultists have "deformed"  the 

"origina ll  form"  of the legend, editing it to the point of making it thoroughly unrecognizable, the 

"foreignn ethnologists, anthropologists, and sociologists,"  in turn, indulge in no less "unacceptable 

deformations.""  Besides their  foreignness, what seems to vex Antolinez most about these experts 

iss that their  writing s grant legitimacy to cult practices that for  him amount to the most odious 

"contamination""  and "exploitation"  of an otherwise pristine folklore. Refusing all legitimacy to 

bothh the cult and its study, Antolinez restricts all legitimate commentary to a supposedly 

authenticc "complex of beliefs, myth, and rite"  spread throughout specific areas of Venezuela 

(Antolfnez,, 1987:164). Its distinct profil e nowadays presumably blurred by the manifold imports 

andd intrusions of cultists from the cities, this thoroughly rural "complex"—th e native soil of the 

"legend"—i ss what Antolinez would have studied in the 1930s and 1940s as it was about to 

vanish,411 versions of the Maria Lionza "myth "  that he and a few like-minded others originally 

collectedd some decades ago on the basis of her  "legend"  are rooted in this same authenticity. 

Evenn though Antolinez presents all the different versions of the Maria Lionza "myth "  as 

thee faithful transcription of her  "legend,"  his equivocation between these two terms already 

suggestss that something other  than mere expression is at stake. If the legendary oral substratum 

passess without loss into its written versions, why, one might ask, insist on designating the two 

registerss differently? Why not call both oral and written expressions by the same name, as either 

thee "myth "  or  the "legend of Maria Lionza"? One answer, surely, is that the distinction seemingly 

41.. See the brilliant work of Marilyn Ivy on the founding texts of Japanese folklore at the turn of the century as 
amongg the "discourses of the vanishing" through which the modern identity of "Japan" is discursively constituted 
(Ivy,, 1995). In this connection, see also the pioneering essay by Michel de Certeau, Dominique Julia, and Jacques 
Revel,, "The Beauty of the Dead: Nisard," in de Certeau (1986). 
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sanctionss reference to the "myth" as the re-presentation of a prior, unitary, and fully presentable 

tradition.. The claims made for the "myth's" autochthony thus appear to be backed by the "legend" 

ass a name collecting into a single entity what in actuality is an untotalizable dispersion. Only this 

referentiall  assumption lends credence to Antolinez's suggestion that his own version of the Maria 

LionzaLionza "myth" fully renders in writing the canonical "fornTof the "legend" that circulates orally 

amongg the natives. 

AA quick glance at the reflecting surfaces of his "myth" allows us to get a rough idea of 

whatt this originary "legend" might be. In Antolinez, Maria Lionza is a pre-Conquest indigenous 

princesss who is swallowed whole by a huge, chthonic serpent that arises from the waters of a lake 

too claim her from within the tight circle of her native "guardians." The serpent swells 

monstrouslyy as, amid catastrophic floods and rain, "she" (like nation, in Spanish serpiente is a 

femininee noun) begins to devour every being in the surrounding areas. One might say, then, that 

inn Antolinez's version the serpent's telluric metabolism ensures that all the narrated contents and 

identitiess wil l return to the autochthonous soil from which they originally sprang, and that the 

"myth""  represents the orally transmitted "legend" of this soil as the originary ground to which 

everythingg returns and where everything stays present and identical to itself. 

Whilee allowing for only a minimal distance between the represented and its 

representations,, the above story strives to cancel the gap between them. Thus, for example, the 

autochthonouss Maria Lionza for a while barely protrudes from the native soil that she 

allegoricallyy represents and into which she ineluctably disappears. The mythographers' populist 

semioticc hinges on this minimal distante between any and all representatives and the represented 

nation.. If it was ever possible to "mythologize" Maria Lionza as an emblem of the people/nation, 

thiss is because, in the "legend," she already stands at such a narrow representational distance 

fromm the native soil. In general, Antolinez's populist rhetoric is contingent on investing the 

nativess with a cannibalistic orality, which ingests its own products at a safe remove from any 

"foreign""  signs or identities. Waiting to be ingested, just like the mythographers', Antolinez's 

nativess for the time being stand "guard" around this metabolic core of the nation. 

Thee distinction between "legend" and "myth" can also be read as a textual marker of 

Antolinez'ss authorial involvement in the "mythologizing." Whatever the original legend of Maria 
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Lionzaa might have been, its "mythologized"  version, published by him in a Caracas newspaper  in 

1945,, is the result of "multipl e literary 'embellishments.'"  (ibid: 163). As he informs the reader, "at 

thatt  time a strictly scientific folklor e was not yet born in Venezuela, and people would not read this 

kindd of traditional information if it was not presented to them in an 'embellished' form"  (ibid: 163-

164).. Moreover, a few lines earlier, he reports that, as "habituall y told by the natives of the Nirgua 

districtt  in the state of Yaracuy,"  the "legend"  was originally "compiled in summary form"  by his 

ownn sister, America Antolinez, from "a very cultivated person, one of the Camaran sisters, who 

weree educated in Valencia [Venezuela]"  (ibid: 163). As the origin recedes ever  further  along a chain 

off  transmission made up of proper  names, friendship, family ties, decisions that result in 

"summary,""  and the "multipl e literary 'embellishments'"  of a congeries of educated commentators, 

wee see the figure of the Maria Lionza "myth "  outlined against the hazy background of the "legend." 

Givenn this mise en abime of the origin, it is clear  that, whatever  one might say of her 

"legend""  as an ideal aboriginal artifact and, as such, an emblem of the populist nation, the "myth " 

off  Maria Lionza issues from a series of decisions, excisions, and operations that willfull y 

institutee it. This being so, Antolinez has slim grounds for  maintaining any fundamental 

distinctionn between his own interventions and those of the "black plague"  of cultists he deplores. 

Neitherr  his own definitions nor  those of the cultists and other  criticized experts are rooted in 

preexistingg reality, but are rather  themselves the outcomes of various decisions, each taken in a 

situationn of undecidability. Thus no single definition of either  the myth or  the nature of the cult 

cann claim any fundamental privilege. Foregrounding the myriad decisions that cult members, 

outsidee researchers, or  state agencies must all make regarding the nature of the nation, the cult, or 

anyy one of the cult's multipl e practices or  manifestations, as well as attending to the running 

argumentss all this provokes, enables one to understand: (1) how and why the cult's populist 

identityy is somehow maintained amid the relentless production of differences precipitated by cult 

practices;;  (2) how and why this identity is itself under  erasure. 

Thee Maria Lionza myth thus vividly instantiates Derrida's analysis of the aporetic, 

undecidablee relation between the "ideal"  and the "material "  across every worldly inscription.42 

42.. For Derrida's ideas on violence, the decision, and the institution, see Beardsworh (1996:1-45). As 
"arche-writing""  or "originary structure of repetition," inscription, in its irreducibility, implies that ideal objects or 
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Thiss opposition calls for a necessarily violent decision that, prying the two apart, legislates the 

ideall  against a spectrum of excluded alterities. Only as a result of such violent, constantly iterated 

legislationss can one, for example, say of ideal entities or institutions like the Maria Lionza 

"myth""  or the letter "t" that they stay the same regardless of context. When the Maria Lionza 

mythh is seen as the outcome of a series of violent decisions that institute it against a field of 

excludedd terities, the "distortions" and contaminations that Antolinez projects onto the cult turn 

outt to have always already haunted the "myth." One may detect in the "legend" a figure for this 

haunting;; if rhetorically it enters Antolmez's text as a signifier of the self-presence of origins, it 

stagess there this origin's continuous withdrawal. Never presented as such but only rhetorically 

alludedd to as the oral currency of some quite elusive "natives" no sooner is the "legend" invoked 

byy Antolinez than it begins to dissolve retreating into the haze that is the fate of all legends. 

Thee movement of infinite regression in which the "legend" is caught as soon as it is 

invokedd unwittingly stages within Antolmez's text the wider hors-texte where the "legend" lives 

onn by ceaselessly departing from itself with every iterative instance of its telling. Such repetitions 

intimatee the possibility that the very "autochthonous" identity of the legendary princess 

imperceptiblyy shades into a gallery of indeterminate others so that, eventually, Princess becomes 

Queenn while taking on some of the "foreign" accents and looks for which she is better known 

today.433 As the "natives habitually tell" her story to themselves and to others, not just around the 

proverbiall  hearth but in their more mundane comings and goings-while listening to a soap on the 

institutionss are belatedly instituted on the basis of their inscribed repetition in a support whose materiality exposes 
idealityy to contamination and alterity. 

43.. That such dispersion always already inhabits the "legend" is glaringly revealed by another article published by 
Antolinezz in 1944, reviewing a work by Francisco Tamayo on the Maria Lionza myth. In Tamayo'ss version Maria 
Lionzaa already figures as a "queen" (not a princess), reigning over a court of "untiring servants" whose ethnic 
identitiess are, at best, equivocal and "even having one other queen at her service: that is, Queen Willermina [sic]." 
Seee Antolinez (1995:183). According to this version, already in 1944 "a monarchical organization of a feminine 
varietyy predominates in the political system of Maria Lionza" (ibid). One can already see a Dutch queen raising her 
alienn head. To be sure, this is nor yet the proliferation of "courts" and spirits that would accompany the expansion of 
thee cult in later years. But neither is it the pristine aboriginal realm conjured by Antolinez in 1945, just one year after 
writingg his review of Tamayo. It is, therefore, all the more symptomatic both of his own populist agenda and of the 
kindss of decisions that go into the mythologizing of Maria Lionza that, at the time, he had already decided to excise 
alll  this troublesome excess so as to present an unambiguously autochthonous version of the "princess." 
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radio,, leafing through some magazine, or, nowadays, after  watching TV or  when talking to the 

cameraa or  an anthropologist-they also open this identity to contexts that cannot be foreseen. From 

suchh repetitions, the "legend"  emerges each time transformed in its ideality and self-identity. 

Irrevocablyy other, it is wittingl y or  unwittingl y retouched by one or  another  exotic stroke picked 

upp on the spot. 

Antolfnez'ss "mythologizing"  embellishments appear, against this originary violence, as a 

seriess of repeated and violent decisions bent on legislating the "proper "  identity of Maria Lionza 

inn the face of its relentless expropriation. One can surmise the violence that the aporetic ground 

off  the "legend"  exerts on its "proper "  identity or  on that of the "myth "  only from the secondary 

violencee it evokes in his writings. The traces of such secondary violence can be discerned in the 

militan tt  tone and urgency that pervade the passage I have quoted, where the author  recalls or, 

perhapss better, repeats the original "mythologizing"  of Maria Lionza many years after  the event. 

II  do not know whether  all the incidents in Antolfnez's repetition correspond to actual 

happenings,, or  whether  the "social movement"  to which he alludes is his own aggrandizing 

fantasyy built years after  the event with materials borrowed from the militant populism rampant 

duringg his youth in the 1930s and 1940s. It does not matter. Fantasy or  reality, the violence is 

there,, densely packed into the performative language of the passage. Thus, indigenista values are 

nott  so self-evidently given that they are in no need of being "defended"  and "extolled."  Rather, 

althoughh we never  hear from Antolinez about the threat that provokes such an extreme reaction, 

wee do know that whatever  it is, it must be great. How could one otherwise account for  the fact 

thatt  such "defense"  must not just be voiced but articulated in a "social movement"  as the platform 

fromfrom  which "actions"  are forcefully launched? Or  that it is not through persuasion that a student 

followingg is won for  such actions but that, instead, it must, rather, be unceremoniously "bent"  to 

them?? Or, again, for  the final touch of a "mythologizing"  with which, carried away perhaps by 

thee enthusiasm of his activist language, the author  abruptly switches from "defending"  values to 

purposefullyy crafting or  even "sculpting"  them? 

Ass Antolinez lets us know, the "mythologizing"  of Mari a Lionza was originally carried 

outt  "both in her  legend and in the sculpture."  This juxtaposition of textual and visual registers 

withinn a single sentence intimates a chiasmic exchange between the sculpted and textual 
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representationss of the princess that amounts to a forceful injunction. It commands the audience to 

visualizee in the written "myth "  just the aboriginal features of the sculpture and to read the visual 

representationn as the monumentalized embodiment of the princess's autochthonous story.44 In 

otherr  words, it aims to "bend"  the audience while violently collapsing meaning and figure in an 

exchangee without remainder. Seeking to invest the "legend"  with the kind of presence and 

visibilit yy that would make it imperative for  the audience, this repeated operation "mythologizes" 

Mari aa Lionza.45 There is, nevertheless, an excess in the passage that may be accounted for  by 

changedd circumstances. Tightly compressing the lines of force that converge at the foundation, 

fromfrom  writing s and iconographyy to the phantasm of an irrepressible political will , the passage 

summonss an excessive violence to match the "phenomenal violence"  unleashed by the cult 

(Beardsworth,, 1996:23). This the surplus entailed in the urgent act of legislating the "myth's "  and 

Mari aa Lionza's "proper "  identities in the face of their  erasure by the cullt' s myriad 

"contaminations""  and "penetrations." 

What,, then, of the cult and its transgressions? Since it took off in the 1950s, the cult has 

openedd up a space of alterations unprecedented in both rhythm and intensity. The difference 

madee by the cult in no way amounts to the "before"  and "after "  of a fully present tradition and its 

subsequentt  shattering, if only because the notion of a traditional self-identical "legend"  is an 

44.. My comments here are informed by Louis Marin, Portrait of the King (Minneapolis: Universiry of Minnesota 
Press,, 1988). 

45.. Taussig perceptively describes the Maria Lionza statue on the Caracas highway as an extraordinarily kitschy 
compositionn wherein the queen is figured "completely naked with huge tits and massive thighs denched around the 
backk of a large rodent-like creature with a notably oversized phallic-shaped snout" (Taussig, 1997:157). Indicating 
thatt this representation differs markedly from "all other iconography" of Maria Lionza (ibid.), which emphasizes the 
Europeann features of the Queen, Taussig also calls attention to the fact that, along with "other works of 'Indian' 
statuary""  (ibid: 158), the Maria Lionza statue was erected under the auspices of a dictatorial regime. I do not entirely 
agreee with Taussig's claim about the exclusively European features in the queen's iconography, because occasionally 
onee runs into representations of Maria Lionza with mestizo features. But this is just a minor point. Fernando Coronil 
hass recently alluded to the monument as a "sensuous and muscular sculpture," whose shape evokes its status as a 
"pagann popular figure" (Coronil, 1997:171). I find this claim quite puzzling, since it entirely bypasses the opulent 
aestheticc of the monument, which, as Taussig suggests, was typical of most artistic works sponsored by the right-
wingg dictatorship of Perez Jimenez. In the absence of any such aesthetic consideration, all that seems to support 
Coronil'ss claim is the dubious assumption that grotesque and "muscular" shapes are more adequate for representing 
thee "popular," whatever that might be, unencumbered by any populist attempts to seize and represent it. 
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artifactt  of indigenista iconography and writings. Plausibly, however, the ceaseless alterations that 

thee "legend"  presumably underwent within the relatively localized circuits of its transmission 

beforee being "collected"  and codified as an indigenista "myth "  were far  more gradual and less 

dramaticc than anything that came afterward. They were, in any event, nothing like the stunning 

performancess staged later  on by the cult, where a bizarre assortment of globalized spirits, from 

Viking ss and Barbarians to Africans and Hindu love goddesses, jostle for  places and increasingly 

displacee the more putatfvely autochthonous ones. Even autochthonous spirits are never 

unequivocallyy autochthonous, since, being impersonated by mediums, long dead "aboriginal " 

Indianss look very much like "American"  ones, and the Queen herself whimsically changes 

appearancess as she is mutiply refracted through cult iconography. Shedding all "indigenous" 

pretence,, as in the monument on the Caracas highway Mari a Lionza takes on, in what nowadays 

iss her  most widely serialized cult representation, a not just white but poignantly Snow White 

appearance,, a childlike, fairy-tal e look which makes it all the more strikin g that sometimes 

cultistss or  anthropologists talk of her  "Indianness"  right  in front  of her  icon. 

Suchh possibilities are already inherent within the legend's exposure, through transmission, 

too alterity. Yet it is unlikely that Mr . Gilette, to name just one odd spook from the cult,46 ever 

slashedd his way into any of the stories that, according to Antolfnez, the "natives"  of Yaracuy 

"habitually ""  told about Maria Lionza. A strikin g indication of the open-endedness of the cult as a 

fieldd of ceaseless mutations is the observation, registered in passing in a recent anthropological 

study,, that even the axis of the cult, Queen Mari a Lionza herself, has "in many centers of the 

Venezuelann cult... lost her  central position"  (Pollak-Eltz, 1985:105). This is like saying that 

Mari aa Lionza was made Queen in the cult only to be tacitly deposed, pushed aside to make room 

forr  the avalanche of newly imported spirits. That is a far  cryy from what began, in the discursive 

contextt  of populism, as an elite attempt to turn Maria Lionza into a signifier  of national origins, 

somee sort of autochthonous earth deity that, as such, served as an emblem of the populist nation. 

46.11 have borrowed the English word "spook," which I dearly like and probably overuse, from John Pemberton. 
Beyondd our shared delight in quotation marks, invisible lines, or simply watching the powers of representation 
totteringg at the edge, his marvelous writings offered me a first glimpse of the lightness and flimsiness that hollow out 
fromm within the most seemingly enduring and oppressive social forms. 
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Betweenn these two extremes of indigenous deity and displaced signifier  there are, however, other 

possibilities.. As the Queen enters novel signifying configurations, she casts off her  identities to 

becomee a white colonial Spaniard, an evil force, or, even the abandoned daughter  of a British 

privateer.. Her  identity splits every time when, claiming a special relation to her, one or  another 

mediumm from the cult sets out to tell you the Queen's "true "  story. 

Beyondd Mari a Lionza, open-endedness and ceaseless mutation typify the cult's pantheon. 

Centeredd on the figure of the Spirit Queen as the hub of a concentric network of loosely 

configuredd "courts"  composed of a bewildering and ever  expanding variety of subject spirits, this 

pantheonn is displayed in the many domestic altars around which the cult is routinely practiced 

andd celebrated. Often located in special rooms in family houses, these unbelievably crowded and 

baroquee altars are composed of an indeterminate number  of brightl y colored, mass-produced 

statuettes.. As one would expect, each statuette stands for  one or  another  of the many "brothers" 

orr  "sisters"  that make up the Queen's multitudinou s spiritual following. Starting at the top, with 

thee three powers, or  potencias, Queen Maria Lionza is flanked by an Indian cacique and a black 

soldierr  from the wars of Independence;47 thereafter  statuettes are grouped into courts and 

typicallyy displayed along a series of descending steps among flower bouquets, lit candles, and 

diversee offerings. 

Afterr  a few visits to several altars, I was struck by how, beyond general similarities, these 

altarss differ  from each other  in the kinds and numbers of courts each displays, as well as in the 

rangee in composition of each altar's statuettes: to give one example, the burst of the former 

Venezuell  dictator  General Gomez may be prominent in one while absent in another. This 

47.. Here again we have a jarring discrepancy between the iconographic representation of this member of the cult's 
rulingg triumvirate and the way in which he is habitually identified in die published literature. In most sources he is 
"Negroo Felipe," variously identified as either a Cuban slave and witch, a black witch from Barlovento (Venezuela), 
orr a black hero from the Cuban wars of independence. His cult iconography bears, nevertheless, a striking 
resemblancee to the official iconography of Negro I, a black soldier from the Venezuelan (not the Cuban) wars. The 
memberss of the cult among whom I did fieldwork insisted that "Negro I" and "Negro Felipe" were the same 
character.. This shows once again that cultists are considerably less picky than experts when it comes to conferring 
identities.. It is also possible that the insistence among experts on suppressing any ambiguities and identifying this 
blackk figure as a witch and a colonial slave, either Cuban or Venezuelan, is itself part of the more general move to 
canonizee the cult as a thoroughly autochthonous and popular phenomenon far removed from official contexts. See 
Pollak-Eltzz (1985:7, 36, 38). 
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expressess the differin g interests, needs, areas of expertise, devotion and predispositions of 

cultists,, the rising and falling media reputations of a variety of the dead, both fictional and 

historical,, and, finally,  and just as importantly , the fact that the cult is driven from within by a set 

off  market forces that ceaselessly impel its members to purchase and adopt an ever-expanding 

rangee of cult-oriented commodities. 

Thee remarkable porosity and intense dynamism of the cult finds expression and 

realizationn in the monarchical constellation formed by both Queen and courts. Beyond an all too 

obviouss overabundance of sociocultural meanings, I presently tend to think of this constellation 

ass some sort of empty structuring machine. As such, its beehivelike design provides a flexible 

andd convenient device for  the relative and provisional territorilizatio n of the experiences, 

fantasies,, aspirations, and imaginings of what in actuality is a highly mobile, nearly nomadic 

population.. In this the "Court s of Maria Lionza"  evoke "th e allegorical court"  of the seventeenth-

centuryy baroque stage, which, according to Benjamin, was marked by the relentless dispersion 

andd collection of emblems "around the figural  center"  (Benjamin in Weber, 1996:125). I will 

returnn to the significante of alternating movement for  the cult and the "indifference"  on which it 

iss also predicated. Here I wish merely to emphasize how, much as in the baroque, in Mari a 

Lionzaa an unwieldy array of disparate spirits are provisionally collected around the Queen within 

thee proliferatin g and ad hoc series of courts that the cultists set up for  the purpose, only to 

"disperse""  them again into the "ghostly crowd"  from which they are drawn (Benjamin in Weber, 

1996:94). . 

Thiss "collection"  and "dispersion"  go on as a matter  of course every time spirit possession 

happenss in front  of any domestic altar, where the spirits are represented by their  kitschy statuettes 

andd are functionally grouped into "courts,"  among which perhaps one of the most recent and 

colorfull  is the "court of the thugs."  Composed of dead criminals whose sensational lives, deeds, 

andd deaths have made the pages of local newspapers and the media, this court's spirits are 

increasinglyy invoked for  protection in the dangerous circumstances that urban dwellers in 

Venezuelaa constantly face. But collection and dispersion also happen over  time, occasionally 

withh more lasting consequences. Although they sometimes come back, "spirits "  that at one or 

anotherr  time may be frequently invoked often fall into oblivion, vanishing "elsewhere"  to be 
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quicklyy replaced "here"  by some other  revenant, for  the reason Samuel Weber  gives in his 

illuminatin gg comments on Benjamin, namely, "out of the undecidability of their  being-there 

(Weber,, 1996:124). Toward the end of this chapter  I explore briefly this undecidability and its 

importt  within the Mari a Lionza cult. 

Thiss brings me back to the more general point of the instabilities and dynamism of the 

populistt  political imaginary. The cult makes especially clear  that, beyond official and elite 

discursivity,, in its social existence as experienced and practiced by the populations to which it is 

addressed,, this imaginary is considerably less cohesive and totalizing than Laclau's formulation 

wouldd seem to permit. Through its transfigurations, the cult effectively disrupts the totalizing 

representationss of "people"  and "nation"  on which it draws. The cultists' diligent imports of a 

welterr  of globalized images put these populist constructs everywhere under  erasure, so much so 

that,, to the chagrin of some older  cult members, the auratic realm of an Indian Queen and her 

autochthonouss subjects in the Yaracuy Mountains is beginning to look more and more like a 

sprawlingg theme park devoted to acting out fantasies from all over  the globe. Lik e any other 

culturall  expression, the populist cult of Mari a Lionza is traversed by the tense interplay between 

ongoingg attempts to fixate meaning and the derailing of these attempts by unforeseeable and 

largelyy uncontrollable forces. 

Inn the populist political imaginary, these jarrin g tendencies achieve special virulence for 

thee reasons Laclau gives. Being a register, the populist politcal imaginary is a response to a 

highlyy dislocated and antagonistic social field. It is formed out of a set of political interpellations 

aimedd at inscribing this field within a totalizing discourse that gives it imaginary unity and 

coherence.. If one focuses on the pole of dislocation rather  than on that of imaginary fixation, as 

Laclauu does not, one can understand why populist fixations are always at best partial and 

provisional.. From its very inception the dislocated social field of the populist political imaginary 

iss a space of intense mediation, an urban meeting ground where disparate and uprooted 

populationss from all over  Venezuela struggle to find a place for  themselves while striving to 

translatee their  heterogeneous experiences and self-identities into largely unprecedented media of 

exchange.. In the process, they are also converted into masses by the disciplines of work and 

marketplacee as well as by new forms of mass entertainment and the electronic media, which 
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introducee them to unprecedented rhythms of labor, modes of livelihood, or  novel styles of 

consumptionn and communication. 

Al ll  this presupposes a readiness to take leave of the self and adopt novel personae as one 

movess along, so as to perform in a large variety of often unforeseeable, heterogeneous, and 

constantlyy differentiatin g contexts. Already marked by the experience of mobility and 

displacement,, upon their  arrival in the cities these new populations enter  a merry-go-round in 

whichh the rates of both are greatly accelerated. Simply to keep going, to keep moving along in 

circumstancess in which to stop is, quite literally , to be run over, is to be ready to partake in a 

spectacularr  realm in which a never-ending proliferatio n of images and stories fractures the self 

acrosss a widening gallery of anonymous others, enables participation in new communities of 

work,, protest, and leisure, or  quite simply gives narative shapes and faces to an inchoate wider 

worldd vis-a-vis which no one can remain indifferent. 

Too a degree that seems to etude Laclau, the antagonistic and dislocated reality at the basis of 

thee populist imaginary is also a thoroughly virtual reality. Its dreamlike and evanescent scenarios 

presupposee subjects that, much like the members of the Marfa Iionza cult, are adept of reflexively 

engagingg in the passing simulacra so as to keep conjuring from within alterity their  phantasmic 

sceness of belonging. Their  growing sense of equivalences among hitherto well-differentiated 

domains,, an experience that for  Laclau is the substratum of populist notions of "th e people,"  is not 

justt  dictated by "real"  antagonisms and dislocations, precipitated by a set of objective forces and 

events.. Rather, from the beginning this experience is inflected by a degree of fictionality  and 

undecidabilityy that upsets the elegance of Laclau's otherwise provocative model. It is no 

coincidencee that such an experience takes shape at a time when, since the 1950s, the different 

media,, from radio and newspapers to television, have undergone an explosive growth all over  Latin 

America,, especially Venezuela (Dfaz Requena, 1992:690-691; Perez Vila, 1992:875-878). The 

heterogeneouss populations thrown together  in Venezuelan cities draw on these media to stitch 

togetherr  their  shifting, provisional identities, combining materials with relentless improvisation and 

reinvention. . 

Thuss populist interpellations are always addressed to a highly mobile and volatile field 

thatt  is not "real"  but itself a patchwork of already proliferatin g fictions and explosive social 
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antagonisms.. The attempt to stabilize and bring imaginary closure to this field must be constantly 

reiteratedd in situations of radical undecidability. Just as the state's repetitions must legislate anew 

thee canonical significance and boundaries of the populist register against the undecidable 

inscriptionss within which its self-identity is belatedly constituted and unraveled, so too the 

subjectss of the regime must themselves decide. They also must adjudicate, each time from within 

situationss of radical undecidability that call for a decision, what significance, if any, this register 

hass for themselves. 

If,, then, all these myriad decisions at times seem to converge on the institution of some 

broadlyy shared identity such as the "people," at other times the populist letter simply does not 

reachh its destination. This means that any stability in the relations between the state and its 

subjectss is at best provisional, made of delicate and precarious compromises that need to be 

renewedd on occasions riddled with misunderstandings and alterity. Another way of saying this is 

thatt the official fictions of the "people" crafted and disseminated by the populist regimes always 

existt in a more or less tense interplay with other fictional accounts. These proliferating fictions 

eitherr compete with the official versions or, more often, repeat them in contexts where they take 

offf  in relatively unprecedented and unforeseeable directions. As the inventive subjects of the 

regimee move along, they make up their own versions of the official versions of self and 

community,, so as to meet practical requirements that do not necessarily overlap with those of the 

state.. Reiterated in turn within this field of alterity, which it cannot circumvent but must 

repeatedlyy attempt to frame and redefine, the canonical populism of the state more or less 

imperceptiblyy changes, its boundaries often blurred by the very legislative decisions that seek to 

reinstitutee it in the face of disruption. 

Broadlyy corresponding to his Lacanian turn, the problems in Laclau's understanding of 

populismm in his more recent essays arise largely from positing "lack" as populism's unexpressible 

otherr (Laclau, 1987:25-38; 1990; 1996). Analytically dissolving the world into an unfathomable 

void,, this move arbitrarily extricates the populist imaginary from its undecidable relations with 

thee world, while assigning undecidabiliry to the side of the real. The populist imaginary then 

congealss as an objectified, self-identical entity, a seamless "surface" of inscription untroubled by 

anyy worldly absences or undecidability. Moreover, assigning undecidability to the 
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unsymbolizablee real destroys decision, since deciding is by definition impossible in such a 

"symbolically""  destitute situation. With nothing to decide, Laclau's "inscriptiv e decisions"  are 

justt  discrete forms of identification with a pregiven imaginary register  that presides over  them as 

theirr  law. Instantiated by "decisions"  that, given the prevailing symbolic destitution, cannot be 

otherr  than populist, the imaginary will remain stubbornly so, until it either  results in the 

crystallizationn of a new, petrified symbolic order  or  is wrecked or  dismantled by "unexpressed" 

demandss accumulated in the real (Laclau, 1990:67). No wonder  Laclau has spoken of populism 

ass the self-identical "horizon"  of an entire historical period in Latin America (Laclau, 1987:30, 

33,, 36-38). 

Ass Derrida put it in dialogue with Laclau, if "identificatio n is indispensable"  to any 

decision,, deciding "i s also a process of disidentification, because if the decision is identification 

thenn the decision also destroys itself'  (Derrida, in Mouffe 1996:84). To putt  it otherwise, if 

decisionss are assimilated to identification so that deciding is just identifying with one or  another 

entityy or  totality in an external register, "then the decision is simply the application of the law" 

(ibid).. Although offering many valuable insights on "the formal aspects of identification"  (Smith, 

1998:94),, Laclau's recent work remains circumscribed within the psychoanalytic paradigm of 

suchh an identification and an economy of the subject "on the verge of panic"  (Lacoue-Labarthe 

andd Nancy, 1997:13) which forecloses the nonsubjective "wider  stage"  (ibid:3) of inscription that 

antedatess it. Much as in the uncanny and split terrain opened by the Maria Lionza cult, in this no-

man's-landd subjects as well as social identities are belatedly constituted and disappropriated. One 

off  the problems with Laclau's model is that it is quite inhospitable to the spectrality of the Mari a 

Lionzaa cult. What is one to make of the cult's many uncanny doublings and unlikely 

juxtapositions,, where the most intimately populist constructs, signifiers, and emblems are 

undecidablyy haunted and sometimes even hollowed out or  forgotten by quite unpopulist and even 

globalizedd elsewheres? And all this within a quasi-space that is not just real, but where, populist 

idealityy is ceaselessly spaced out and deferred as it is repeated in places - scenes of possession, 

forr  example - that never  quite add up to any single unified identity? 

As Is I write, one medium from Quiballo comes to mind, bloodied from the many needles 

stuckk all over  his body and speaking in "Viking "  to his audience from under  an amazing helmet, 
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itss horns spread wide against the blue sky as I captured the scene with a click of my camera. Only 

aa thin band with the colors of the national flag pressed around the mediums forehead remained 

recognizablyy "populist," a token reminder cast adrift amid the profusion of Viking inscriptions 

andd paraphernalia. Often a single, poignant detail is the dead giveaway, cracking open a scene 

intoo an intimation of distance and incommensurable loss. Thus it was for me when the mediums 

helperhelper began blowing a horn, surely to convene an assembly of icy Nordic spirits to the tropical 

scenee of possession but also, surely, as an aid to memory. So there I was, grateful and quite 

moved,, for one moment coolly enveloped again in the black vault of a cinema in Havana many 

yearss ago, watching one of my favorites, The Vikings, starring Kirk Douglas and Tony Curtis. 

Theree is, I believe, no room in Laclau's model for these already not-so-populist Vikings 

fromm some slum in Caracas and their scene of possession, staged with so much teenage bravado 

andd so laden with longing and borderless imaginings. The Viking scenario is only one possible 

extremee in Quiballo of a more general drifting away from any populist moorings, set off by 

ongoingg reassertions of authochthony from other cultists, in what amounts to an ongoing, 

subterraneann argument in the main pilgrimage centers of the cult.. This aporetic middle ground of 

thee cult is entirely foreign to Laclau's model. By suppressing the ineradicably performative 

dimensionss of the phenomenon, the model insulates the populist imaginary from the world, 

wheree its identity is at risk from Vikings and other not-so-populist spooks and where, therefore, it 

mustt be repeated in the midst of alterity. I do not mean to say that populism, even as instantiated 

byy the Maria Lionza cult, is a free-for-all where anything goes and every account carries equal 

weight.. This would be to make a mockery of the very imposing realities of power and politics. 

Populistt regimes do to a certain extent succeed in inscribing the social field within a set of 

relativelyy stable collective representations. In other words, up to a point they manage to make a 

"people""  out of what is essentially a conglomerate of dispersed and highly resilient populations. 

Inn order to suggest one very important means by which Venezuelan populism has, at least until 

recently,, more or less accomplished this, I wil l draw on another aspect of Laclau's argument. 

TheThe state 

Inn claiming that populist interpellations are always made from the archimedean point of 
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ann imaginary state, I believe I stay close to Laclau while drawing attention to a dimension, the 

state,, that he leaves largely unexamined.48 As the subject of all populist predicates, this 

imaginaryy state is the perspective from which the social field is totalized as a people and thus 

opposedd to a series of real or  imaginary foes. This formulation draws attention to two closely 

relatedd issues. First, far  from being given, the state perspective is, as Taussig and others have 

insisted,, itself a historically variable cultural construct (Abrams, 1998; Mitchell , 1991; Taussig, 

1992;;  1997). It therefore behooves the interpreter  to specify in each case how this perspective is 

constructed,, disseminated, and sustained. Second, and perhaps with more intensity in Venezuela 

thann elsewhere because of its agonistic and spectacular  politics, the populist state perspective 

needss to be reiterated constantly as an adjunct to the regime's representations of the "people."  It 

becomess a matter  of political expediency to reinstate it again and again by giving visibilit y and 

ubiquityy to its abstract imperatives. Only by virtu e of such visibilit y and ubiquity can social 

agentss be summoned to close ranks as a "people"  around their  state, thus fleetingly achieving 

peoplehoodd through masslike reflection in the totalizing state-mirrors offered to them. 

Howw has the populist Venezuelan state managed to achieve such a miraculous feat of 

visibilit yy and ubiquity? Or, to put it in Laclau's terms, what are the means of such a remarkable 

"Statistt  inflation" ? Here I can suggest only a partial answer, by calling attention to the sheer 

extravagancee of heroic portraitur e and statuary throughout Venezuela. At the center  of every 

singlee square in every single town, no matter  what its size, stands an equestrian statue or  at least 

aa sculpted bust of the Liberator  Simon Bolivar. His face is reproduced on the currency, is drawn 

onn many walls and bridges, and stares at visitors from the walk of virtuall y every state office 

throughoutt  the nation.49 Beyond Bolivar, another  nationalist genre that has achieved great 

prominencee and wide distributio n are galleries with the portrait s of all Venezuelan presidents, 

fromfrom  the very first  to the nation's most recent. Often displayed on the walls of official 

48.. My own views on the state have been decisively inflected by the pioneering work of Bernard Cohn as well as by 
Taussig'ss illuminating essay "State Fetishism." See Cohn (1987), and Taussig (1992). 

49.. Taussig (1997) calls attention to the role of state iconography as a means whereby the state achieves 
omnipresencee in Venezuela. 
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institutions,, in museums, and even in amusement parks, these presidential galleries are also 

seriallyy figured in postage stamp collections, special newspaper  editions, and commemoration 

medals. . 

Too find an example of this fetishistic fixation on the ruler' s portrait , on his faciality, it is 

enoughh to turn to almost any textbook used in teaching Venezuelan history in the nation's high 

schools.. Generally, these textbooks are internally rent by incompatible epistemic and narrative 

regimes.. Thus their  opening sections, which deal with pre-Conquest times and the colony, are 

often,, surprisingly given their  official character, informed by a watered-down brand of Marxism, 

whichh seamlessly orchestrates "the ceremonious unfolding of the modes of production"  by means 

off  a social-historical narration devoted to the numbing enumeration and summary description of 

putativelyy objective structures and institutions. When these textbooks reach the Republic, 

however,, they abruptly switch gears. From then on all pretensions to a social history are dropped 

andd replaced by the kind of heroic historiography that is actively promoted and disseminated in 

officiall  circles.50 The sections dealing with the Republican period after  Independence from Spain 

generallyy consist in a series of chapters headed by the portrai t of the corresponding Venezuelan 

presidentt  or, as the case may be, dictator, so that the ensuing text unfolds as a narration of the 

majorr  events and historical processes that took place during his regime. The effect of such a 

representationall  strategy is to refer  all history to the President's monumentalized persona, which 

iss thereby reified as the originating source and the ultimate telos of virtuall y everything. 

Thiss representational apparatus constitutes the President in a relation of reflection to his 

manyy portrait s and constitutes his citizen - subjects in a relation of visibility , expectation, and 

accountabilityy to him.51 In a classic work devoted to the Roi Soleil and the imaginary of French 

absolutism,, Louis Mari n analyzes a comparable representational apparatus, showing how its 

50.. My understanding of Venezuelan historiography as a kind of "heroic history" draws inspiration from Marshall 
Sahlins,, "Other Times, Other Customs: The Anthropology of History," in Islands of History (1985). 

51.11 explore these issues further in "Plaza Bolivar: The Public Square as Fantasy-Space of the Nation" and "Serially 
Yours:: The Statues of the Ruler in Nineteenth-Century Venezuela" (Sanchez, n.d.), as well as throughout this 
dissertation. . 
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efficacyy entailed the capacity of images and representations to contain and manifest a suspended 

threatt  of violence (Marin , 1988). In Venezuela, the weighty features of every presidential portrai t 

condensee such violence both as suspended threat and as dark historical substratum-not only the 

recentt  historical violence of the intense social transformations and dislocations that have 

accompaniedd the formation of the populist regimes, but also as this dissertaion argues, the 

extraordinaryy violence of the Venezuelan wars of Independence and the ensuing civil wars. To 

givee some idea of the devastation involved, according to a variety of estimates, up to a quarter  of 

thee nineteenth-century Venezuelan population, which equaled one too two million inhabitants, 

wass lost to war, emigration, and other  related catastrophes (Polanco Alcantara, 1992:273; Vilda, 

1995:3).. Since the establishment of the cult of Bolivar  in the 1870s by Guzman Blanco, whose 

regimee is generally regarded by historians as the most comprehensive attempt at state 

centralizationn in nineteenth-century Venezuela, this violent longue durée has been intrinsi c to the 

representationall  apparatus of the Venezuelan state. 

Thiss extreme violence and its manifold entanglements with the representations of power 

mightt  help to account for  a further  historical product of such representational strategies in 

Venezuela::  the crystallization over  time of a political imaginary formed as a collection of 

monumentalizedd busts all locked together  in a circuit of interlocution. Withi n this chatty circuit 

bustss or  portrait s of the presidents or  national heroes talk to and are answered by the many 

bustlikee figures that metonymically stand for  either  the whole nation or  any one of its constituent 

components.. During a recent tri p to the country, I encountered an astonishing manifestation of 

thiss imaginary while watching a Venezuelan film,  Karibe Kon Tempo, in a local cinema. In the 

filmfilm  the hero, a Conquistador  look-alike and a very tanned member of the local oligarchy, 

embarkss upon a solitary search for  national essence in the thick forests of the nation, only to meet 

there,, scattered amid the green vegetation, the main sculpted icons that populate the populist 

imaginary.. Simon Bolivar, Maria Lionza, Negro I . . . , as I traveled in slow motion with the 

cameraa from one huge, silent icon to the next, I had the uneasy sensation of entering a dream, a 

thoroughlyy phantasmatic scenario where at any point I could be beckoned and interpellated by a 

courtt  of shouting mannequins. All this was shown with a total lack of humor and an amazing 

solemnity,, as an invitation for  the audience to share without blinkin g in the artsy reveries of the 
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filmmaker.. Perhaps because of its humorless solemnity, the scene was intensely revelatory of 

whatt goes on more diffusely elsewhere in the nation - or, if not diffusely, at least more open-

endedlyy and with tongue in cheek, as in the quirky twists and turns, the unofficial improvisations 

andd serial additions of the Maria Lionza cult, whose mountainous abode the film so 

unmistakeablyy evokes while editing out all the "foreign" spooks. 

Suchh a monumentalized imaginary and its obsessive iteration in movies or spirit cults, not 

too mention official proclamations and presidential portrait galleries, suggests a social reality so 

disruptivelyy heterogeneous and complex that it cannot be contained and managed within any 

officiallyy sanctioned representation of the "people." This may in part be why, as I have argued in 

thee preceeding chapters, in Venezuela such representations gravitate toward the personality pole, 

adoptingg the bustlike features of one or another legendary character. As the reader has probably 

guessedd by now, prominent among the nation's representatives is the figure of Maria Lionza, 

togetherr with many indigenous caciques whose iconographies and invented biographies are 

disseminatedd by the media and the educationall  system as part of the populist network of 

interpellation.. Among the representatives of important sectors of the nation are the many 

legendaryy medical doctors, truck drivers, or policemen who make up the spirit following of 

Queenn Maria Lionza. Under this personalized guise, the nation and its constituent components 

assumee stable and identifiable features, together with relatively recognizable biographies, thus 

becomingg at least imaginarily answerable to and capable of desires, political interpellations, and 

orderlyy mobilization. In this historically peculiar version of fetishism, not a variety of material 

objectss but the monumentalized visage of a person becomes the quintessential fetish, both 

expressiningg and obscuring a dense and complex network of historical and sociocultural realities. 

Althoughh this focus on icons exists in complex interaction with democratic ideals and 

institutions,, it suggests a historically specific version of Deleuze and Guattari's despotic regime 

off  signs, where "signs emanate from the Despot, the master signifier, in a spiral of ever-widening 

driess (one for each class, sex, profession, sect, club and so on), the spiral of infinite signification 

itselff  requiring a mechanism of continuous interpretation to ensure the interrelation of the various 

circless and their dependence in the despotic centre" (Bogue, 1989:139). For Deleuze and 

Guattari,, the deterritorialized, despotic sign is reterritorialized in the body of the despot. That 
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bodyy is, above all, a face which functions like "the standardizedv talking head' on television new 

programss and documentaries"  (Bogue, 1989:139). In the populist imaginary the single face or 

headd of the despot is joined by a wider  collection of talking heads locked within a circuit aimed 

att  reterritorializin g and recentering an ever  proliferatin g population of migrant, driftin g signs. 

TalkingTalking heads 

Ass heroic portraitur e and statuary join television in a figure where the logics of the State 

andd of the media intersect, we may zoom back to the Maria Lionza altar. At this point its many 

brightl yy colored, mass-produced busts or  statuettes begin to reveal themselves in a bizarre new 

lightt  as a collection of miniaturized talking heads whose number  has exponentially increased 

welll  beyond the charmed circle of official ideology. We may also regard the scene of possession 

inn front of the altar  as the moment when these heads begin to speak and gesticulate to an 

audiencee through the mouth an body of the medium. This association among the cult's statuettes, 

officiall  statuary, and television was first  suggested to me by the way in which taken together, the 

variouss statuettes across different courts and altars recall or  even replicate by their  very form the 

officiall  busts and statues that proliferat e throughout Venezuela's squares and other  public places. 

Ass for  television, my contention that the logic of this electronic media is intrinsi c to the Maria 

Lionzaa cult is based on observations made during three months of fieldwork  among members of 

thee cult attached to a domestic altar  located in a popular  neighborhood in the city of Maracay and 

cateringg to the needs of a relatively large clientele. 

AA prospective client usually approaches this or  any other  of the many altars of the Maria 

Lionzaa cult either  to be freed from some personal misfortune brought about by the evil agency of 

ann anonymous other, to achieve some desired objective such as money or  a lover, or  to influence 

someone'ss will in a personally favorable direction. When a client approaches a medium about a 

personall  misfortune, for  example, the medium initiall y reads the ashes of a cigar  to determine 

whetherr  the disease or  misfortune is caused by natural or  supernatural causes, then to sort out the 

specificc wrongdoer from a list of possible candidates. From the very beginning, the performance 

off  the medium and her  auxiliaries is infused by a strikin g verbal imagery, emphasizing space, 
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movement,, and the blockages of movement. She usually diagnoses the client's condition as one 

inn which his or  her  "paths"  have been closed due to the harmful agency of some other. As a result 

off  this harmful intervention, the client's body is said to be weighed down by heaviness, in a 

generall  state of torpor, indecision, and lack of mobility . 

Accompaniedd by the incessant smoking of cigars, the crescendo of incantations by the 

mediumm and her  auxiliaries situate the body of the client within an open field of spatial relations 

inn which the adversarial intentions of the other  may reach the self from every possible direction: 

"Fro mm whatever  direction you arrive, by land, sea, mountain, air, or  from a cemetery, return you 

greatt  son of a bitch to whomever  might have sent you, leave the body of this creature in peace; it 

doess not belong to you, it belongs to God."  Repeated again and again, this incantation 

exemplifiess the kind of imagery deployed in the therapeutic process. It operates via a hydraulic 

principle,, in which a progressive removal of dams and blockages, followed by the liberation of 

flows,, aims to clear  the paths of the client, thus setting his or  her  body once again into 

circulation.. Therapeutic efficacy is contingent on the cult's ability to spatialize the dislocations 

thatt  jolt the everyday of those approaching its domestic altars in search of relief. By manipulation 

off  the client's body, punctuated by the repetition of formulas, cult practices aim to institute a 

spacee of representation within which the traumatic, unrepresentable shocks daily endured by 

clientss can be symbolized as moments within a a teleologically ordered succession. 

Suchh representational space reduces time to a simultaneous, synchronic domain where 

"th ee total succession is present in each of its moments. This synchronicity of the successive 

meanss that the succession is in fact a total structure, a space for  symbolic representation and 

constitution.. The spatialization of the event's temporality takes place through repetition, through 

thee reduction of its variation to an invariable nucleus which is an internal moment of the pre-

givenn structure"  (Laclau, 1990:42). In other  words, through repetition the "unrepresentable . .. 

event""  (ibid) is represented as a moment in a synchronically overdetermined succession that 

predeterminess its possible outcomes. The cult's repetitions reassuringly convert unfathomable 

52.. My own understanding of the significance of spatiotemporal processen in social action nan been decisively 
inflectedd by Nancy D. Munn, The Fame ofGawa: A Symbolic Study of Value Transformation in a Massim (Papua 
NewNew Guinea) Society (Cambridge: Cambridge Universiry Press 1986). 
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misfortunee into the evildoing of some agent, whose possible identity has been narrowed down to 

aa predetermined set. Neatly categorized and objectified as one tight littl e bundle with, for 

example,, so many locks of hair  or  nail clippings from the aggressor, misfortune is hit hard by 

coupss of theatricality. Gunpowder, a must in cult practices, literall y explodes it with a bang, right 

inn front of the client. This sets the stage for  bodily manipulation by the medium and her 

auxiliaries,, which, in tandem with thee medium's occasional serial possession by an indeterminate 

numberr  of spirits, aims to clear  the client's paths so that, once again, s/he may circulate safely 

(andd effectively) within the expansive and uncertain territorie s of the populist nation. 

Thee trick is, then, to legislate under  cover  of diachrony and dramatic resolution a 

synchronous,, well-delineated, and identifiable structure in which misfortune can be cajoled and 

redressedd within a set of normatively prescribed channels. Yet in the course of these practices for 

redressingg misfortune, cult mediums are serially seized by alterity in whatever  guise it flashes by. 

Throughh possession, alterity repeatedly takes hold of the mediums body as, for  instance, an odd 

Vikin gg or  Barbarian, and is, as such, set to work on whatever  problem is at hand. Regardless, 

then,, of what cultists might say at one time or  another  about the cult's "true"  identity, there are 

otherr  - frequent - times when identity is unhinged and even fractured by a crowd of ghostly 

visitationss or, to use Samuel Weber's felicitous expression, by their  "coming to pass"  in the scene 

off  possession (Weber, 1996:98). If in its "coming"  alterity is mitigated by being "collected" 

withinn a pregiven structure, in its "passing"  it scatters any structural location, "dispersing"  it into 

myriadd faraways. In its uncanny manifestations in the Maria Lionza cult, possession instill s 

undecidabilityy into the relations and relative status of "here"  and "there,"  thus splitting the "unit y 

off  place."  Such splitting also splits the "identit y of everything that defines its identity with 

respectt  to place: events, bodies, subjects"  (ibid: 117). It also splits, I might add, the cult's vaunted 

populistt  identity. 

Beyondd the specific context of the therapeutic process, the agency of the medium and her 

auxiliariess is similarly structured by an emphasis on spatiality and movement. The many repeated 

andd sometimes lengthy voyages and pilgrimages mediums undertake throughout the year, following 

thee instructions of one spirit or  anther, are designated "missions"  or  "embassies."  These two terms 

connotee willin g displacement to distant lands and meeting there with foreign people, who do nor 
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necessarilyy share one's language, political institutions, or  traditions. I was often told, with a certain 

insistence,, that these "'missions' may take us anywhere, if necessary even beyond the national 

boundaries.""  Even if such journeys have not yet extended outside Venezuela, the very enunciation 

off  the possibility illustrates how the cult reconstitutes the subjectivity of its members within a 

spatiall  field that overflows both national boundaries and the representations of people and nation 

manufacturedd and disseminated by the populist regimes. 

Thiss should come as no surprise after  all I have said about populism as a political 

responsee to a highly dislocated and antagonistic social field. Withi n such a space of alteration, 

subjectss are not just passively jolted or  split by displacement, mobility , and their  manifold 

violences.. They also become suckers for  speed, addicted, so to speak, to shock and displacement 

ass means of enjoying and reinventing themselves in circumstances where the vagaries of the job 

market,, the indeterminacies of space, the telegraphies of power, and the media all intimate that if 

youu stay put or  stay the same, you might as well give up. Hence the spatiotemporal bias of cult 

practices.. Such practices do contain, mitigate somewhat, and even put to work the shock of 

displacementt  and alterity - as so many faraway spooks localized within a synchronous 

spatiotemporall  structure. The "undecidabilit y of their  being-there"  (ibid) however, spooks cultists 

wayy outside themselves into distant and barely fathomed territories. In that distant "there,"  largely 

beyondd the state's reach and designs, the boundaries of the populist nation are continuously 

erodedd by the cultists' busy comings and goings.53 To return briefly to the Vikings,54 the teenage 

cultistss in Quiballo denied any populist intentionality in the thin band with the colors of the 

nationall  flag pressed around the mediums forehead. Insisting that it was "just to hold the hair," 

53.11 am grateful to Jim Siegel, who on reading a previous version of this essay, called my attention to how I had 
somewhatt underplayed the localizing effects of cult practices. Out of enthusiasm at die extravagant creativity 
displayedd by cultists, in that version I had focused predominantly on the displacements induced by the cult. I hope to 
havee corrected here this bias. For the status of "shock" in die present version, I draw inspiration not only from Walter 
Benjaminn and Samuel Weber, but also from James T Siegel, Solo in the New Order: Language and Hierarchy in an 
IndonesianIndonesian City (Princeton: Princeton Universiry Press, 1986). 

54.11 have chosen the Vikings to make a number of points throughout this essay because of their striking character, 
nott because of any essentialist distinction between foreign and autochthonous spirits. I could have made the same 
pointss with any of die more vernacular spirits that populate me cult, such as "Bolivar." 
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theyy quickly went on to talk about what clearly interested them most: the pricey and nasty habits 

off  the "foreign"  Nordic spirits, for  example, their  expensive taste for  the most exclusive brands of 

importedd whiskey, as opposed to the rum or  earthy liquors that more vernacular  spirits imbibe in 

fabulouss amounts through the bottomless throats of their  mediums. Moreover, how they love to 

preyy on their  unsuspecting neighbors, those dullards to the south. Impatient with lust and 

expectationn their  vessels emerge in cinematographic slow motion from the morning mist along 

coastss where one or  another  sleepy village of "peasants"  nests unaware in the ascending slopes of 

thee mountains, these Vikings are quite something. Always ready to carry away whatever  they can 

layy their  hands on, they are always taking off. Leaving a blazing trai l behind, the Vikings fade 

awayy into the distance, bearing a cargo of "screaming women"  and exotic "turkeys" 55 tightly 

claspedd under  their  arms. 

Thesee mediatized Vikings do not provide any straightforwardl y criminal model for  the 

teenagers''  behavior  in the violent Caracas neighborhoods where they must thriv e and survive: 

althoughh I have not done fieldwork  among them, they all struck me as a bunch of quite nice guys. 

Rather,, they seize one Vikin g or  another  as they flash by, putting their  faraway potencies to work 

inn whatever  project is at hand. As they come, so these Vikings go, issuing as they depart an 

invitationn to shed any imposed "social skin" 56 and venture into distant faraways. If these 

teenagerss localize alterity, thereby somewhat warding off its shock, they also move fast in its 

wake,, splitting away from themselves as their  fantasies, imaginings and expectations, powered by 

thee withdrawin gg cohort, take them elsewhere. At the long, searing sound of the Viking' s horn, I 

catchh some of the thril l they must experience when beckoned by its call. The sound in itself is so 

muchh distance; it extends an invitation to take off and slide - fast Vikinglik e - across the board, 

crashingg through the squares where teenagers are pegged down by so much state power, populist 

crap,, and poverty. In all this, the mediums hairband remains as a weakening link whatever 

55.. Relatively exotic in Venezuela, that is. Terms such as "turkeys" or "portraits" (synonymous with photographs) 
aree routinely used in the Viking scene of possession to establish and underscore the foreignness and archaism of the 
Nordicc spirits. 

56.. The expression "social skin" is taken from Terence S. Turner (1980:112-140). 
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remainss of populist ideality, caught in an uncontrolled chain of citations where, through 

iterability ,, other  configurations of meaning and community insinuate themselves. 

Thesee travels do not go on only "i n spirit."  It is quite something how often these cultists 

aree actually on the move, traveling to some distant geographical location to perform some 

miraculouss cure, unearth some buried treasure after  a tip from a spirit , or  simply fulfil l a promise. 

Thiss was brought home to me while I shared in the daily routines, travels, and expectations of the 

threee Perozo siblings - a female medium and her  two male auxiliaries, migrants from a distant 

regionn of the nation (as are most of their  clients) - in charge of the domestic altar  in Maracay. 

Mobilit yy and displacement are the very texture of their  everyday. When not involved in the 

activitiess of the domestic altar, the two male siblings make a living as cab drivers. During my 

stay,, their  huge, ramshackle, seventies American car  was often parked across from the entrance 

too their  sisters family dwelling, where the domestic altar  is housed. It' s hood wide open as the 

brotherss peered over  the humming engine to discern the source of one or  another  disquieting 

noise,, this bright yellow car  was a hieroglyph in need of constant decipherment. Taking the 

enginee apart, removing this or  that part to clean or  examine it, or  endlessly making the round of 

thee city's many junkyard s to find replacements for  one or  another  damaged part were just some of 

thee ceaseless tasks that, enveloped in a swirl of commentary, went on around the machine all the 

timee just to keep it running. A form of crisis management involving both praxis and constant 

exegesis,, these endless tasks are ways of warding off the unending threat of paralysis. No 

wonder,, given their  exhausting comings and goings, with such high stakes involved, that one or 

thee other  brother  often arrived at the altar  looking drained and despondent. Complaining of an 

evill  influence someone had "lai d down"  on some part of their  bodies -the lower  back for 

examplee - these men revealed in their  whole demeanor  the excruciating weight they had to bear, 

makingg it hard to move when moving is so crucial. 

Nott  that circulation is always an unambiguous blessing. In excess or  out of control, it can 

leadd to perdition. Once I found one of the siblings, Pedro, rituall y cleansing himself in the front 

yardd of his sister's dwelling while complaining gloomily about one especially nasty spirit , the 

Wanderingg Jew, which some jerk had "lai d down1'  on him in a gust of wind that had briskly 

slappedd him as he came through the door  of his sister's residence. Asking whether  I had noticed 
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alll  the vacant-eyed vagrants, with no known domicile, wandering along the nation's main roads 

andd streets, he blamed this spook for  their  predicament.57 The incident brought out the degree to 

whichh cult practices walk a razor's edge. If cultists localize shock, it is not just in an effort to 

maintainn a semblance of locality, but also to induce the derealizations needed for  survival 

withinn the economic circuits the cult sets up, to ensure one's return without sliding into errancy. 

Inn this risky gamble, the medium puts her  body on the line, charging it with spook-power 

lik ee a battery to jump-start the clients into motion. lik e the two brothers, many of the clients of 

thiss domestic altar  are truck and taxi drivers beset by bad luck, growing sky-high like a pile of 

unpaidd monthly bill s on their  new vehicles. Taking a large van into a shallow river  nearby to 

cleansee it of bad influences was one of the main services that the siblings would perform for  their 

clients.. With enormous care, for  hours on end they would pour  water  over  the vans drippin g body 

ass they blew tiny puffs of cigar  smoke into the smallest juncture, white slapping their  bare chests, 

arms,, or  legs to scare the plague away. The recitation of exorcisms accompanied these actions in 

aa barely audible, mechanical monotone, punctuated every so often by possession with one spirit 

orr  another  arrivin g unexpectedly on the scene to lend a helping hand. All I could discern from the 

rosaryy of mumbled, repetitive formulas was the removal of one "spiritual "  obstacle after  another, 

aa painstaking labor  of deblocking suspended, every once in a while, by the flashing image of the 

vann freely shooting straight ahead on the nation's highways. 

Thee same pathos of mobility can be discerned in the afternoon buzz that surrounds the 

domesticc altar. As the clients sit patiently waiting for  the medium to receive them, their  folding 

chairss lined up against the wall while choruses of kids or  strings of casual visitors come and go, 

inn the background a radio announcer  narrates events on Caracas' race track. Every so often the 

namess and lucky numbers of the winning horses in the game of "5 y 6"  explode in the waiting 

room,, immediately drawing the attention of the siblings, who quit whatever  they are doing to 

catchh the latest bits of information on the radio. Their  all-consuming passion for  the game, 

somethingg they share with many others in Venezuela, is evident in the shouts and generally 

57.11 found no further evidence for this diffuse kind of anti-Semitism, if that is what it is, among any of the people 
thatt I worked with in Maracay. As so often happens, they exhibited littl e or no knowledge about actual Jews. 
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disappointedd exclamations followed by expert commentary with which they greet the numbers' 

arrival . . 

Itt  often seemed to me that, arrivin g from elsewhere on the radio waves, the numbers' 

comingg was akin to the spirits'  unexpected arrivals, and that gambling was not all that different 

fromfrom  spirit possession. In both cases, a sudden arrival winks a promise at you as it flashes out of 

thee anonymous dispersal of messages, bodies, and exchangeable impressions that make up the 

experiencee of the crowd in Venezuelan cities. For  one brief moment, fate prizes open to deliver  a 

redemptionn that, as in a roll of the die, momentarily cancels uncertainty. If the medium puts her 

bodyy (and mind) at risk by allowing the intrusions of alterity, so in gambling one risks personal 

losss to gain incoming fortune. And in both gambling and spirit possession, it takes guts to travel 

outsidee oneself to meet halfway the unexpected dispensations of fortune or  spirit . Cultists' 

gamblingg also demands amazing amounts of actual traveling. Thus, for  example, the siblings 

sometimess organized expeditions to get from somebody in another  city a tip on a horse that you 

betterr  believe me is a sure bet. Or, tipped off by one spirit or  another, they would jump into their 

cabb to raid all the kiosks in town, purchasing as many lottery tickets as possible with the same 

winningg numbers before it was too late. 

Al ll  in all, perhaps due to disciplinary reflexes not sufficiently shaken by years of critical 

scrutiny,, I was amazed to find out how littl e my informants stayed put. Always on the move, 

readyy to take off in one way or  another  just as I arrived, they never  seemed to be quite where I 

expectedd them to be. The following passage, collected from a cultist in the pilgrimage site of 

Quiballo,, strikingl y conveys the cultist's pathos of mobility, as well as the existential predicament 

too which it is a response: 

Juann Guerrero loves to sing, Negro Felipe loves to joke around, Negra Francisca loves to 

dance,, and the reason for  this, my brother, is that these are happy spirits who know that in 

thiss earthly existence one always lives partying around. Because what else, my friend, can 

bee the happiness of the poor  if it is not music, if it is not shaking your  hips to know that 

youu are alive and accompanied by others, to forget about disease, bad luck, the lack of love, 

andd unemployment? Because I tell you, my brother, that the poor  have a relief that is free 
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andd it is called music, and it is for  this reason that one must always have a guitar  to move 

aroundd because if you ever stop you are frozen right there and then by bad fortune and evil, 

andd it is for  this reason that one likes the joyful spirits to descend and take possession of 

thee mediums body since they free one from the many injustices that always target the poor 

(Dfaz,, 1987:41 — my emphasis). 

Onee can understand the role of television and the media with reference to the reconstitution and 

relentlesss splitting through cult practices of this subject of circulation and mobility , a subject 

capablee of performing in the greatly expanded and dislocated social field opened up by the 

establishmentt  of populist regimes, whose imaginings, desires, and initiatives are forever  taking it 

beyondd the national borders into a transnational arena of globalized images and expectations. If 

luckyy numbers arrive on radio waves, then the spirits of the Maria Iionza cult arrive largely 

throughh the TV set, which, in the residencee of the Perozo siblings, transmits throughout the day 

andd late into the night from the living room at the front of the house. 

Ass described and analyzed by Samuel Weber, this television set is a strange thing indeed. 

Accordingg to him, television transports "vision as such and sets it immediately before the 

viewer,""  who thus watches both faraway sights and sounds and the quasi-simultaneity of 

"anotherr  kind of vision that is also a "vision of the other"  (Weber, 1996:116). Although it 

empowerss sight, because it combines "presentness"  and "separation"  such an "'act '  of viewing" 

splitss "the unity of place"  upon which the realities and identities of events, bodies and subjects 

ultimatelyy rest (ibid: 117-118). Rather  than "images"  or  "representations,"  television transmits the 

"semblancee of presentation as such,"  so that watching TV is in some ways like experiencing 

oneselff  bodily present elsewhere doing the viewing. Yet, because what the visible images 

flickerin gg with so much presentness in the screen of the TV set actually contain and cover  up is 

distancee and separation, television also takes place entirely without bodies. It thus allows for  "a 

certainn sense perception to take place,"  yet "in a way that no body can"  (ibid: 117). In this regard, 

too watch television is uncanny. Instillin g undecidability into the relations between here and there, 

pastt  and present original and copy (ibid: 121), the experience repeats the intimacy and familiarit y 

off  embodied perception in the strange medium of a foreign visuality that renders it hollow, 

turnedd inside-out, as it were, by an unassimilable exterior. 
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Televisionn turns the screen of the TV set into "the site of an uncanny confusion and 

confounding.""  Due to quasi-simultaneity, in TV transmissions "the 'iterabiliy' of the mark 

manifestss itself... as the undecidable images" appearing on the screen of the living-room set 

(ibid).. No wonder, then, that Weber calls TV a "Trojan Horse" installed in the very heart of 

domesticity.. Seized by this medium's bodiless perception, which the viewers watch alongside 

whateverr television records, the images on the screen take place undecidably as to "here, or there, 

orr everywhere" (ibid: 122). Whenever one or another medium of the Maria Lionza cult becomes 

seriallyy possessed, it is as if, each time, a ghostly cohort migrates out of thee TV screen into her 

body.. If the transported vision of TV happens without bodies, then the body of the medium is one 

sitee where the bodiless sight of the televisual medium provisionally takes body.58 

Wheneverr a spirit descends in one of the cult's sessions, he or she first introduces him or 

herselff  to the audience with a formulaic greeting.Thus, for example, "the delinquent Freddy (or 

thee Liberator Simon Bolivar, or Mr. Vikingo) blesses all the people here present at this precise 

hourr and at this holy moment." This formula evokes the statements by anchor persons on 

Venezuelann TV whenever a national event is being transmitted on television ("at this time and at 

thiss very moment we are transmitting to you from the stadium such and such," or "we are 

transmittingg live and direct from such and such a place," etc.). Such statements generate a sense 

off  lived immediacy, contemporaneity, and contiguity among subjects greatly separated in time 

andd space, thus bridging and juxtaposing very distant domains. After this initial greeting, each 

spiritt addresses the audience using the codified speech patterns, bodily language, and dress styles 

thatt the media has popularized for a large gallery of characters. To mention just a few instances, 

uponn arrival the "thug Freddy," for example, instantly asks for his dark sunglasses so as to hide 

hiss advanced state of intoxication, demands fake cocaine from those present, and addresses the 

audience,, especially the women, in the racy slang attributed to thugs or malandros in any number 

off  TV programs. The same is true of the Liberator Simon Bolivar, who descends coughing and 

utteringg messages about the sad state of the nation in an almost inaudible tone of voice. "Bolivar" 

58.. Televised sporting events, which reassert the "individual body" of the athlete as the "focal point of a reality that 
televisionn itself calls constantly into question," are another such site (Weber, 1996:127). 
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displayss the trait s attributed to him in the yearly television programs and long newspaper  articles 

thatt  commemorate his demise, while recreating with great pathos the hero's deathbed scene in 

Colombia. . 

Thee large number  of spirits that serially take possession of the medium's body elicit from 

thee audience impressions and responses not unrelated to those triggered by the disconnected and 

stereotypicall  images, scenes, and events in canned TV series and programs. Indeed, cultists often 

welcomee and accommodate the spirits'  arrival s within thoroughly mediatized scenes that they 

stagee for  the purpose. Thus on special dates birthday parties are celebrated for  some of the cult's 

mostt  prominent spirits. Along with the huge, unavoidable cake, displayed sugary white and lit 

withh littl e candles amidst a sprinklin g of tiny bakery pearls on a large table brimming with plates 

off  frui t and innumerable other  offerings, such parties are not complete until everyone sings 

"Happyy Birthday"  to the spirit . At least to me, this was a trul y strange moment. Was this not, 

afterr  all, the birthday party for  Santa Barbara, one of the most numinous spirits of the cult, about 

whomm cultists always talk with hushed reverence? How uncanny then, how exhilarating yet also 

inn a way touching, this "happy birthday to you Santa BaYbara,"  suddenly arising in a weird, 

childlik ee monotone from the audience pressed around the medium impersonating the spirit , so 

muchh serial "religion "  and beatific smiling on their  faces. Breaking literall y out of nowhere in the 

midstt  of such a sacred occasion, the singing unsettled all established locations. 

Whatt  can one say of the sacred when its proper  place is invaded and even cozily 

furnishedd by the sights and sounds of the profane, which returns where it is traditionall y banned 

orr  repressed precisely so that the sacred can go on being such? Or, for  that matter, of a profane 

domesticityy of birthday cakes and songs staged so reflexively by the cultists that it no longer 

showss any discernible ties to everyday places, contingencies, or  biographies, its signs becoming 

thee ubiquitous tokens of some placeless repertoire? What struck me most about scenes such as 

thesee is how much they seemed to pop up out of the blue, without any narrative scaffolding. 

Moreover,, rather  than any deep meanings, what appeared to motivate their  staging was the drive 

off  mediums, their  auxiliaries, and the audience to get everything right. Suspended in midair, 

thesee scenes have the stereorypic perfection and abstracted quality of equivalent occasions in 

soapp operas and other  TV transmissions. Beyond any narrative justification, which tends to be 
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quitee thin, they seem simply to be there, invitin g identification just by dint of their  mirrorlik e 

perfection.. To stage and to participate in scenes such as these, then, is like tuning into a live TV 

programm simultaneously watched at "thi s very hour  and at this holy moment"  in countless other 

householdss across the nation. 

Butt  in the cult "liv e TV"  indeed comes alive right here in the cultists' own homes. If, in 

sceness of possession like the one above, the cultists momentarily dispel the undecidability of the 

sceness and images flickerin g on the screen of their  TV sets, this comes at a cost. In staging such 

imagess and scenes live in their  very homes, they must surrender  to speciality everything living 

or,, rather, assumed to be just so in the "here"  and "now"  of their  dwellings. As in a science 

fictionfiction  TV series of some years ago, "everything must go": the mediums body, everyday objects, 

domesticc rites, and dwellings. In such scenes, all these intimate sites become the uncertain 

bearerss of distance and separation. If "television . .. is the medium of phantoms and of ghosts" 

(Weber,, 1996:164) then possession by such phantoms, as in the kind of spirit possession 

discussedd here, brings television to bear  on everything, well beyond the moment of reception in 

frontfront  of the TV set. 

Nott  for  nothing do the cultists designate possession "transportation. "  As spirit mediums 

aree possessed by television, the "transported vision"  of the medium starts seizing upon everything 

aroundd the home, making it increasingly difficul t for  anyone to say for  sure whether  everyday 

appearancess are "here, or  there or  everywhere."  Thus, for  example, the cake or  the birthday song 

forr  Santa Barbara, consumed here by the audience, simultaneously feeds and amuses the spirits 

arrivin gg from an indeterminate elsewhere. Or  the Vikin g horn ambivalently releases its searing 

soundd here as much as in the faraway there of some superproduction from Hollywood. This is 

alsoo true of everyday objects like folding chairs, bowls of fruit , or  plastic cups and plates, all of 

whichh glow with so much spectrality as they are used or  passed among the audience. Seen here 

byy the cultists, they are also simultaneously sighted elsewhere by the transported vision of the 

televisuall  medium as the ghostly decor  of, for  example, some ubiquitous birthday celebration. By 

literalizin gg TV, spirit possession in the Mari a Lionza cult may be said to draw out the "truth "  of 

televisionn in a staging of its splitting effects that generalizes them well beyond the moment of 

reception.. Television always already diffusely contaminates everyday appearances with 
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undecidability.. Nevertheless, such undecidability achieves an extraordinaril y focused intensity as 

television'ss splitting visuality is reflexively staged by the cultists right  here in the midst of their 

everyday.. Transported into the body of the medium, television's bodiless sight wanders off 

throughoutt  the home, splitting whatever  unity is left of this place, the home, turned, along with 

itss subjects and objects, into "th e site of an uncanny confusion and confounding."  No wonder  that 

earlierr  I was able to describe the splitting effects of possession in the Maria Lionza cult with 

quotess from Samuel Weber, without saying that they referred to television and not to spirit 

possession.. What undergirds this possibility is the solidarity intrinsi c to phenomena like 

"religion ""  and the "media,"  or  television and spirit possession, the imbrications between the 

mediaa and mediumship made ever  more apparent in this age of instantaneous global 

transmissions. . 

Yett  it may still be said that, by welcoming and accommodating the spirits in the cozy 

atmospheree of a birthday party, the cultists wish to lodge alterity in the certainties of locality. In a 

wayy this is true, so long as one recognizes how thoroughly locality has been delocalized in such 

sceness of possession, given that the homey scene set up for  the spirits is also quite unhomey, a 

mass-mediated,, commodified receptacle wrested whole for  the occasion from some ubiquitous 

mediaa transmission. If spirits do arrive in such settings, they do so only to depart. In their  busy 

comingss and goings, their  ever-proliferating cast hopelessly fractures the unity of place, splitting 

subjectss and objects among undecidable locations. In interaction with the audience, such 

proliferatio nn generates unprecedented possibilities for  the constitution of agency and authority, in 

aa movement where the importation of globalized images of American Indians, Vikings, or 

Barbarianss opens an arena that transcends the limit s imposed by the nation-state. 

Onee might also say that the form in which spirit mediums address the audience - as 

monumentalizedd talking heads - reinserts the representational logic of the State within the cult, 

therebyy bringing a measure of fixation to the deterritorializin g dynamics of cult practices. The 

cultt  seems committed to realigning politics and domesticity, thus re-creating an otherwise very 

canonicall  polity in a quite uncanonical register. To say that the cult is largely about achieving 

suchh realignment would not be entirely off the mark. Through it, the dwelling is returned to the 

nation-statee and ensconced there as the reconciled, homogeneous site where the shocks rained 
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downn by alterity are warded off and localized. Moreover, state authority is already embedded in 

manyy of the cult's practices and iconography, which iterate the monumentalized imaginary of the 

Venezuelann nation-state, albeit in a thoroughly undecidable terrain that renders the state uncanny. 

Ass we have seen, the crowded display of brightl y colored statuettes on the cult's domestic altars 

iss formally evocative of the busts and statues in squares and public places throughout Venezuela. 

Inn the scene of possession, these statuettes begin to speak and gesticulate through the mouth and 

bodyy of the medium. Arising from the ground covered in talcum-powder, in fits of spasmodic, 

monumentalizingg poses, amidst horrifi c growling, the body of the possessed does seem larger 

thann life. But does the transient body of the medium then harden into the timeless body of the 

state,, adding serially to its monumentalized imagery as a collection of living statues? 

Here,, as elsewhere, repetition does not occur  without difference. In talking about the 

cult'ss statuettes as "miniaturize d talking heads,"  I already envisaged possession as something 

otherr  than simply the replication of state monumentality in another  register. (Here, my own 

observationss concerning the scene of possession are close to those of Taussig, though my 

conclusionss are somewhat different from his.59) Like Taussig, from the start I was struck by the 

resonancess between state monumentality and the monumentalizing poses struck by the possessed. 

Arisin gg in the half-light , only to dissolve and be replaced by the next pose in a succession of 

apparitions,, the figures of Indians, Barbarians, or  love goddesses adopt momentarily the stunning 

fixityfixity  of static allegories. This drive to monumentalize the body in possession is apparent in the 

gruesomee roaring, the shaking and mounting tension of the mediums' bodies as they prepare to 

strikee one or  another  momentary pose. After  a long, chilling cackle the body of the medium, 

doubledd by the shadows it casts, momentarily congeals as, for  example, a Witch of the Darkness 

withh awesome immobility . It is scary to be stared at fiercely by such a nasty spirit , arrivin g 

unexpectedlyy in the mediums body and turning her  to stone, hands curled around her  bewitched 

facee like a pair  of petrified claws. Nonetheless, what always struck me in such scenes was the 

clients''  hard-headed practicality . They would get over  any initia l frisson very quickly and go on 

59.. My own observations appeared in a first version of this chapter, presented in July 1996 at the European 
Associationn of Social Antiiropology meetings in Barcelona. For Taussig's insights, see Taussig (1997:165-178). 
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quitee matter  of factly to ask the staring spook about the possible sources of their  current 

predicament.. It was as if they knew that the spirits they confronted here were at that very moment 

alsoo elsewhere, and thus "neither  fully there nor  entirely here"  (Weber, 1996:120). I remember 

howw amazed I was by the whole scene: it was like a sequence lifted from a low-budget horror 

moviee shown on late-night TV.60 

Al ll  this surplus of low-budget spooks was really too much for  me to go on insisting on the cult's 

monumentalizedd possessed as just the instantiation of state monumentality in another  register. 

Accordingg to Taussig, however, possession is a site enabling the back and forth circulation of the 

"mysteriouss force"  (Taussig, 1997:175) that makes "th e state of the whole trul y whole" 

(ibid::  174): the sacred and monumentalizing force of the state infuses the mediums gestures; the 

statee itself thus seizes upon her  body. As she draws on such state-force to redress cultists's minds 

andd bodies, the process reciprocally charges the state with the power  of the people, enabling it to 

totalizee the nation's "theater  of spirit-literalization "  (ibid: 167). Both the state and the people are 

thuss locked in a remainderless exchange that, for  Taussig, the Maria Lionza cult is ultimately all 

about. . 

Taussigg dazzlingly stages the cult as a site where the terror  and seduction of the 

Venezuelann populist state is turned inside out, and there are considerable merits to his views. 

"Bolivar, ""  "Negro I,"  and the Indian cacique "Guaicaipuro"  in some ways do show up in the cult 

ass if they had just stepped down from their  pedestals in the nation's heroic pantheon. But the 

cultistss switch channels very fast. Zapping through possession, they slide from one mediatized 

spookk to the next, trading Bolivar  instantly for  a scary witch, a mediatized Viking , or  what have 

you.. Although in some ways one can agree with Taussig that in spirit possession cultists fetishize 

thee state, through the sheer  proliferatio n of stateless spooks such "state fetishism"  goes entirely 

haywire.. He tends to dismiss the proliferatio n of mediatized spooks as so much "riff-raf f 

insinuatedd into the heart of the people the past few years"  (ibid:425) obscuring what the cult is 

trul yy about, or  he deals with jarrin g figures ad hoc, assigning American Indians to a globalized 

60.11 was gratified to find that two Venezuelan friends, Elizabeth Pazos and Massimiliano de Vecchis, who were with 
mee at the Maracay altar on this occasion, had a similar reaction. 
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repertoiree of the "imperial imagination," whence they are, however, "hijacked" by the local 

Venezuelann state to feed its very own "primitivism" (ibid:37-38). This will not do, however, for 

thee proliferation of globalized spirits that crowd the cult's altars and scenes of possession in a 

whirlwindd of accretions that can hardly be described as "insinuation," a word loaded with 

connotationss of illici t smuggling. 

Indeed,, I extended my own research on the cult, not because of its state-fetishism, crucial 

ass it is, but because of the stateless excess that, quite unexpectedly, kept me glued to the 

domesticc altar in Maracay in a state of astonished elation. I first visited this altar to watch its 

mediumss being possessed by "Gomez," the dead Venezuelan dictator whom I originally intended 

too focus on in this dissertation, precisely as a figure for the fetishization of the Venezuelan state. 

Havingg met the medium and her auxiliaries at the tomb of the dictator, also in Maracay, where 

theyy came both to fulfil l a promise and to read "Gomez's" messages and dictates in the ashes of 

thee cigars that they serially smoked in front of his marble effigy, I accepted their invitation to 

visitt their domestic altar as an opportunity to meet the man, if not in person at least in spirit. Sure 

enough,, there he was: "Gomez," along with other dead Venezuelan heroes, caciques, and 

dictatorss - nor in majestic isolation, as in some popular version of the semiofficial pantheon, but, 

too my own amazement, jostling for a place among a bizarre assortment of very unlikely spooks. 

Inn consequence, the scene of possession began to look more and more to me like a scene 

off  inscription. If the monumentalized founding heroes, emblems, or rhetorical figures and styles 

off  address of the populist state are iterated within such a scene, those iterations unavoidably 

imbuee such populist identities with alterity. In the Maria Lionza cult, the contamination is 

especiallyy virulent, nor only because of its lack of centralized structures and canonized doctrine, 

butt because in the cult every iteration avowedly happens in the field of the other. Citation via 

possession,, especially when mediums are themselves possessed by the splitting vision of the 

televisuall  medium, is something other than giving a speech or orchestrating a school festivity on 

aa patriotic occasion. Although there too state populist constructs do not elude exposure to alterity 

throughh repetition, the highly framed character of such events exerts considerable control over 

thee slippage of meaning. Possession, by its very nature, makes room for alterity's arrival - nor for 

nothingg do the mediums of the Maria Lionza cult use the word cajón, "box," to designate their 
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bodies.. A box to be tilled by incoming spirits, their  unexpected arrival s and departures are the 

split,, aporetic terrain where citations are caught, disfigured, and scattered by the passing cohort 

amidstt  undecidable looks and locations. Even more so when possession is by television, where, 

muchh as in the box of a TV set, the mediums body is a receiver  flooded by an uncontrollable 

irruptio nn of globalized elsewheres.61 No wonder, then, that Antolinez was vexed to see his and 

hiss friends' artifact taken up and away by the "black plague"  of mediums and "shamans"  of the 

Mari aa Lionza cult. 

Take,, for  example, the indigenous caciques, who, when cited in possession, acquire not 

justt  exotic accents and halting speech patterns but also all sorts of headbands, amulets, body 

paint,, and feathers. Thus after  "many moons"  the indigenous Guaicaipuro arrives as a Plains 

warriorr  to address the audience in a string of broken, wooden sentences switched through 

alternatingg personal pronouns followed by infinitives. What can one say of these quintessential 

populistt  emblems, so dear  to the Venezuelan army,62 when they begin to waver  undecidably 

betweenn the here of the nation and some spectral, cinematographic elsewhere of huge lakes, 

waterfalls,, and prairies? Or  when, as in a clip from MTV , Queen Marfa Lionza vertiginously 

fadess in and out of her  iconic selves, blurrin g and unblurrin g as she quickly slides from 

aboriginall  Indian princess to British privateer's daughter, to whatever  else and back? God only 

knows,, then, what is going on with this populist nation, its boundaries blurred by an "alien" 

avalanchee that, while adding a lot of Vikings or  Barbarians of its own, ceaselessly haunts and 

hollowss out the nation's signifiers with so much separation and distance. 

Thiss question cannot be given one general answer  - such as, for  example, that through 

61.. Like the English word "box," Spanish cajón is commonly used to refer to the body of the TV set. 

62.. Ever since the turn of the century, the Venezuelan army has seized upon the invented biographies and 
emblematicc figures of largely apocryphal aboriginal caciques from the time of the Conquest to signify the aggressive 
autochthonyy and independence of the nation. The army's social clubs and military squares are often decorated with 
walll  paintings or statues depicting these "remote" Venezuelans, who also figure in the spate of writings army 
personnell  occasionally dedicate to the tactical brilliance that one or another of these retroactive ancestors deployed 
centuriess ago to defend the "nation" against foreign aggression. Never mind that the only information we have on 
thesee early "Venezuelans" are fleeting references in thee pages of the Spanish chroniclers. All this neatly illustrates 
Laclau'ss argument about the contribution of military discourse to populism throughout Latin America. 
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possessionn the cultists fetishize the state, thus sealing with the state an exchange without loss. If 

sometimess they might attempt to do so, it is still the case that at every time they, like anybody 

else,, must face the need to decide, they do so in a context that, more sharply than elsewhere, 

bringss them up against the undecidability within alterity. I remember, for example, the siblings of 

thee Maracay altar telling me about the velaciones, the candlelight vigils, that they organized for 

thee spirits of the "Bolivarian" court in the aftermath of the latest (failed) coup attempt in 

Venezuelaa and the ensuing imprisonment of many of its leaders. Staged to have those leaders 

freed,, these velaciones were appropriate given the radical nationalism and fundamentalist 

Bolivariann ideology of the faction within the army orchestrating the coup. I can only imagine the 

flurryflurry  of army personel and their families visiting the altar during those days, and the huge 

Venezuelann flag displayed for the occasion on the altar's back wall as the mediums across from it 

weree serially seized by founding heroes, caciques, and dictators who molded their bodies like 

statues,, awesomely erect amid the flickering lights. 

Evenn in this most nationalistic of scenarios, decisions must be made to frame and 

legislatee it as a site emblematic of the nation-state: decisicions for example, to overlook or excise 

somee of the spirits foreign looks and accents, or the mediatized appearances and speech patterns 

thatt cling to the most canonically autochthonous apparitions; or to seal off this partiular scene of 

possessionn from the "unbound series" of the cult's proliferating spirits so as to fill  it with the 

"boundd series"63 of monumentalized busts that make up the official imaginary. Even then, some 

quirkyy spook might show up and spoil the ponderous occasion with a single extravagant shriek. 

Onee of the most lasting legacies of mass-mediated democracy in Venezuela; may be, after all, 

thiss unbound series of proliferating spooks forever blurring the boundaries of the nation-state's 

monumentalizedd imaginary, making it ever more difficult, through their comings and goings, to 

seall  this imaginary and, with it, the populist nation from their excluded outside.64 

63.. The distinction between "bound" and "unbound" series is taken from Benedict Anderson "Nationalism, Identity 
andd the Logic of Seriality," in The Spectre of Comparisons (London: Verso, 1998). 

64.. In the published version of this chapter I wrote: 'This proposition will surely be tested in the near future in 
Venezuela,, where recently the army faction came to power in the wake of national elections, thereby inaugurating a 
frenziedd period of nationalist music, foods, proclamations, and emblematics. I am eager to revisit the main 
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Ass iterated in the cult, even state monumentality changes into something else. For  one 

thing,, the figures cut by the cult's possessed dissolve and recompose far  too quickly for  one to 

thinkk of the cult's iteration of state monumentality as merely replicating the state's logic in 

anotherr  register. Nineteenth-century state statuary strived to embody the idea of the state in forms 

meantt  to last forever, not, surely, to send this state idea on a rollercoaster  ride of ceaseless, quite 

unlikelyy mutations. For  another, the possessed of the cult cut just too many allegorical figures, 

underminingg through their  sheer  extravagant proliferatio n as well as nearness to the cultists the 

economyy of scarcity and auratic distance upon which the symbolics of the state is contingent. 

ByBy way of a conclusion: a "pantheon of the present" 

Overr  time, I have come to think of the monumentalized possessed of the cult less like 

statuess than like figures in a wax museum. lik e wax figures, the cult's possessing spirits serially 

addd up; while sometime vanishing altogether, forgotten and replaced by a fresh cast of 

newcomers.. This happens for  the same reasons as it does in the wax museum: celebrities come 

andd go, while the audience wants to bring near  whomever, for  whatever  reason, happens to be 

baskingg in the distant limelight. A recent BBC documentary on London's Madame Tussaud 

museumm includes a fascinating sequence in which throngs of visitors excitedly approach the wax 

figuresfigures of famous politicians, movie actors, or  pop singers, sometimes even liftin g togas or  skirts 

too see what lies beneath. In this connection, it is revealing that, as a rule of thumb, reported to me 

byy several cultists, no new spirit shows up in the Maria Lionza cult until seven years have 

elapsedd from the moment of death. This ensures that the spirit enjoys enough celebrity to be 

includedd in the gallery of the not necessarily rich but always somehow famous of the Mari a 

Lionzaa cult. This rule is the cult equivalent of the deliberations of Madame Tussaud's board of 

directors.. Based on questionnaires that ask visitors about their  favorite celebrities, those 

deliberationss determine which new figures to include in the museum's halls, which to dispatch to 

thee basement. As in some mediatized purgatory, there they may wait for  a while, whole or 

pilgrimagee centers of the cult to see if any of this can be discerned in an intensification of visits by the more 
obviouslyy nationalist spirits" (Sanchez 2001:629). Recent events in Venezuela under the Chavez regime increasingly 
seemm to confirm the intuition regarding the difficulties any fundamentalist project nowadays faces in its attempt to 
symbolicallyy seal off the nation. 
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shelvedd as body parts, to be either  returned to the museum's halls in the wake of a new surge of 

celebrityy or  melted into oblivion.65 This busy molding and melting away of an ever-expanding 

castt  of celebrities brings together  cult and wax museum, the fleetingness and malleability of their 

figures,, seized by velocity and displacement, being an index of the quite different logics within 

which,, in both cases, state monumentality is iterated. 

Thiss comparison is less arbitrar y than it might at first seem: both cult and wax museum 

aree mass phenomena that emerged in connection with the spread of new media and in response to 

similarr  needs and expectations. The wax museum arose in intimate dialogue with the daily 

printin gg press at the turn of the nineteenth century (Schwartz, 1998:89-148), and I have argued 

throughoutt  the constitutive relation between the Maria Lionza cult and television. Along with the 

panoramaa or  the morgue, not to mention the arrival of film at the turn of the century, the wax 

museumm and the press were part of the "spectacular  realities"  that abetted the formation, in the 

largestt  nineteenth-century cities, of a world of new mass spectators "throug h the construction of 

sharedd visual experiences"  (ibid:5). Furnishing them with proofs of the existence of the "shared 

world,, of which they were a part"  (ibid:6), these forms inaugurated the spaces of consumption 

andd enjoyment where the masses could bring to themselves and eagerly adopt the ever-expanding 

repertoiree of images, events, and commodities spun by technological reproducibility . Calling it a 

"journalisticall yy inclined pantheon of the present"  (ibid: 115), Vanessa Schwartz for  example, 

arguess that through its vividly realistic dioramas representing current celebrities and events the 

waxx museum fed on the impressions and realities already fleetingly enshrined in the press 

(ibid::  110). Both drew a public by offering a panoply of current events and celebrities, and the 

museumm had an edge over  the press because of its "visual realism,"  which enabled the crowd of 

visitorss a greater  degree of proximit y to and intimacy with the representations (ibid: 109). 

AA "pantheon of the present"! Taken from a nineteenth-century witness, this expression 

admirablyy captures the mass-mediated monumentality characteristic of both the Maria Lionza 

cultt  and the wax museum, no matter  how much both may draw on the kind of state statuary 

65.. For this and other aspects of Madame Tussaud in London, see the interesting recent BBC documentary 
"Waxworkss of the Rich and Famous" (1999). 
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prevalentt  in the nineteenth century, both surely do so, not to embody and secure a timeless idea 

off  the state, but to fleetingly enshrine the "coming-to-pass"  of fading appearances momentarily 

broughtt  close to the audience, a move in which statues are revamped as monumentalized media 

icons.. The fleeting, dispersed appearances that increasingly make up the ever-flimsier  being a a 

byy now thoroughly mediatized state do not escape such revamping. In such fleeting 

enshrinement,, appearances momentarily take on a "for m and a shape, a voice and a face"  capable 

off  winking back at the audience before fading away. Arrivin g like media icons to briefly 

reciprocatee the glance of the cultists, in these encounters the mediatized spirits of the Maria 

Lionzaa cult address the audience with personally tailored messages and dictates. Following 

Weber,, one may regard the encounters as properly auratic, the means whereby aura as the unique 

appearancee of a distante thrives "reproduced by the very media responsible of its decline (Weber, 

1996:103). . 

AA movement of detachment that fleetingly conjoins media transmissions and an audience 

thatt  moves outside itself to meet the transmissions halfway, in these encounters the intimate 

identityy between the structure of technological reproducibilit y and that of the mass is poignantly 

revealed.. Commenting on why he refers always to "mass movements,"  not to "th e mass,"  Weber 

foregroundss the "dynamic element"  that for  Benjamin was consubstantial with the masses as a 

"corollar yy of that movement of detachment... that marks the decline aura"  (ibid:85). If the 

structuree of technological reproducibility , including media transmissions, is such that its images 

andd products are always caught in a movement of detachment from any purported originals that 

bringss them close to the massed audience, so, too, the audience meets the reproductions halfway 

throughh its "tendency . .. to reduce or  overcome distance"  and "uniqueness"  through reception 

(ibid:88). . 

Suchh a tendency is paradoxical, however, because, by definition, the "closer"  a 

reproductionn comes, "th e more distant it is"  from whatever  it purportedly represents (ibid:85). 

Thee tendency to overcome distance while paradoxically increasing it is not rooted only in works 

butt  also in the character  of the audience itself, constituted as a mass via reception. Through 

reception,, the audience becomes a mass as it takes up "what it seeks to bring closer,"  namely, the 

reproductionss that substitute "a unique occurrence for  one that is massive or  mass-like."  If one 
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cannott  think of either  the reproductions or  their  receivers as a "mere collection of individual 

occurrences""  or  of "contemplative subjects (ibid:88), this is largely because from the start they 

bothh take place as a mass. This, in turn, amounts to saying that the very structure of the mas is 

"rootedd in the structure of technical reproduction"  (ibid:84). 

Ass Weber  points out, Benjamin uses the word aufnahme ("reception" ) to designate how 

bothh the apparatus and the audience "tak e up"  what is given. Thus if Benjamin describes "the 

processs of reproduction itself'  as a process of recording, he also characterizes the audience as a 

masss of receivers or  recorders, thereby calling attention to the similarit y in how the reproductive 

apparatuss and the masses take up or  record what is given. Such reception arrests the given's own 

spontaneouss movement, shattering its wholeness while recombining the dislocated elements 

accordingg to the "laws .. . of the cutting table"  (ibid:89-91). This is clearly how films are 

producedd through a montage of disjointed, partial shots, but for  Benjamin such distracted or 

dispersedd recording and reception also characterizes how the mass audience takes up film  and the 

otherr  reproductive technologies. A "kin d of dispersion"  is "an essential quality"  of both 

reproductivee technologies such as film  and the "publi c or  mass"  that takes up their  products 

(ibid:92-93).. Such "dispersion"  defines the being of both reproductive technologies and the mass 

ass scattered, traversed by distance and separation. A being that simultaneously takes place in 

multipl ee locations, under  cover  of closeness and proximit y its dispersion signals the demise of 

bothh the auratic wholeness and unity of the work and of the contemplative subjects that are its 

traditiona ll  beholders. 

Suchh dispersion is itself, however, "bound up with articulator y processes"  through which 

whatt  is dispersed is momentarily collected as an auratic apparition that covers it up with an 

appearancee of wholeness and presence (ibid:94). This happens in the "publicit y about the 

"personalities''  of stars, directors and producers"  that accompanies the placing "int o circulation"  of 

"finishedd products"  like films or  TV soap operas and amounts to "th e semblance of what has 

beenn undermined"  (ibid:90). The same can be said of wax figures or  of the spirits figured in the 

Mari aa Lionza cult, all arrivin g and exiting like semblances covering up a dispersed process of 

recordingg that takes place in several locations at once. In the wake of Benjamin, Weber  uses the 

termm "allegory"  to designate both the mode of operation of the media, including radio, film,  and 
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television,, and that of the mass as a movement of "collection"  and "dispersion."  As in the 

theatricall  court of the baroque, where emblems were collected around the allegorical center  only 

too be dispersed again, such collection and dispersion goes on both in media like television and in 

contemporaryy mass movements. That is to say, both the earlier  allegorical court and the media 

andd mass movements nowadays bring the most remote things together, only to disperse them 

againn out of the undecidabilty of their  being there (ibid: 126). No wonder  then if, as read by 

Benjamin,, the figure of the passante in Baudelaire's poetry is an allegorical figure of the mass 

"settingg itself off'  briefly as an apparition against "th e amorphous crowd of pedestrians"  only "t o 

disappear,, almost instantaneously (ibid:94),"  carried away by the passing throng. 

Whatt  more fitting , then, than for  the Venezuelan cultists to set up an endless series of 

proliferatin gg courts around this Queen of the Masses and Venezuelan passante, Maria Lionza? 

Givenn all I  have said about the constitutive relations between the mass character  of the cult and 

television,, it is appropriately far-fetched of the Queen to behave as the cult's allegorical center. 

Aroundd her  queenly figure, holding court both in her  mountainous abode and on manifold 

domesticc altars across the nation, the fleeting, scattered, and ambivalent impressions, the iconic 

appearancess or  experiences out of which the mass being of the cultists is made are provisionally 

collectedd only to be dispersed again "out of the undecidability of their  being there."  One must 

pausee before the mute, motley materiality of the domestic altar  in Maracay, thus shortcircuitin g 

thee gaze's tendency to slide past it to focus on more "spiritual "  matters, like possession, to gain a 

finalfinal  impression of the scene of inscription where this busy collecting goes on. Iconic of the 

mountainouss abode of the Queen, the altar's descending steps are shelves that cultists ceaselessly 

stufff  with all kinds of mass-produced statuettes. Beneath their  seemingly singular  appearances on 

thee shelves as the brightl y colored, monumentalized busts of the spirits, the statuettes cover  up 

bothh the cheap, malleable plaster  out of which they are made and their  distance and separation as 

thee serialized products of a technological reproducibilit y taking place everywhere all at once. 

Inn the statuettes' very materiality, beset by proliferation , breaking, substitutions, and 

additions,, as well as in their  haphazard grouping into ad hoc courts, one can discern the material 

surfacee of inscription where possession is staged. Before this busy surface, it is hard to sustain 

anyy interiorized understanding of possession as, for  example, circulating force between the state's 
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awesomee interior  and mediums' bodies. Such self-contained vessels will crack open, scatter, and 

re-collectt  themselves in the wake of these many repetitive inscriptions. Because the inscriptions 

aree made by television, they already amount to a kind of possession because such vision iterates 

thee intimacy of bodily perception only to hollow it out through a bodiless perception split among 

undecidablee locations. Often in the cult such inscriptions take on the appearance of media icons 

thatt  wink their  messages and dictates to the audience. In coming right here before the audience, 

ass so much alterity with a human face, they fulfil l the audience's "desire to occupy a place"  from 

withi nn which alterity can be addressed and localized (ibid:7). 

Butt  this is still packaging wrapped around alterity. The cult's spirits only "come to pass." 

Theirr  wake elicits the audience's "desire to break out of a place in which one is caught"  (ibid). 

Also,, if the cultists often leave the stage "empty handed"  (Benjamin in Weber, 1996:106) in their 

attemptss to exact reciprocating glances and rewards from the spirits, they accrue benefits from 

masss membership in the cult that are not readily quantifiable. The passing spirits move into a 

"distancee that takes up and moves the beholder  toward that which, though remote, is also closest 

att  hand"  (Weber, 1996:107): namely, an " sopticaT or  tactical/ tactile'  unconscious"  opened up 

throughh possession by a television that, in the end, "blink s but never  winks"  (ibid: 100). 

Byy entering this "optical/tactical/tactil e unconscious,"  cultists achieve the kind of 

subjectivityy crucial for  survival within domains inaugurated by but exceeding the populist 

regimes.. Such a subjectivty is less that of the Cartesian subject than the masslike, distracted, but 

stilll  "autonomous"  subjectivity of moviegoers or  televisual audiences (Gasché, 1994:197). An 

abilit yy to glide with the onrush of shocking and unexpected views, events, angles, or 

perspectives,, this dispersed subjectivity empowers the audience to engage the shock induced by 

"modernn life"  in a "state of mind . .. so permeable that paradoxically it cushions against all 

attack""  (ibid: 197-198). All this so that, as in the epigraph by Benjamin at the beginning of this 

essay,, one might "venturously go traveling"  amid the "far  flung ruins and debris"  of this "prison-

world""  which television "burst s . .. asunder."  Thus when a medium from the cult says, "I  don't 

knoww if I'm going to transport today,"  things are trul y up for  grabs. But if she does - her  receiver-

bodyy tuning into a vast array of media characters and faraway perspectives and potencies - we 

knoww for  sure that it is traveling time. 


